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Documentary photography and video have been used for decades to draw 

attention to the stories of underserved and marginaliXed populations, using images to 

record social inequities and isolation in rural and urban communities. Beginning in the 

1960s, filmmakers, nonprofit and educational institutions, government agencies, and 

foundations began experimenting with participatory processes in film and video as a 

strategy to lift up the issues faced by these populations to the larger public. >n Rurn on 

the Po=er: [sing Media for Social Change (GonXbleX and Goodman 2000), the authors 

write that film and video:  

Qhas Teen used to Tring grievances fro- \regular folCs] to the 'o=ers that 
Te. to s=ay 'uTlic o'inion and in so-e cases. to si-'ly Tear =itness of 
inLustice that has Teen consistently ignored or denied Ty those in 
'o=erVX'5NY5 

These early experiments included community members as sub[ects of films and 

used a range of participatory approaches to include them: community members were 

asked to watch and discuss films made about them^ filmmakers solicited feedback about 

the extent to which the film represented community members’ viewpoints^ community 

members were provided with basic media instruction and asked to make films based on 
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a sub[ect selected by an outside researcher^ and community members initiated their 

own films  to address sub[ects they chose (Elder 1995^ Worth and Adair 1997).  

>n the early 1990s digital storytelling emerged. >t has been propagated by the 

widespread availability to consumers of inexpensive communication and technology 

tools (Miller 200e) and its use is growing in health and community education practice. 

Hsing point-and-shoot cameras, video equipment, and computers, researchers and 

practitioners work with community members to capture different visual and oral data to 

construct narratives about their communities (Mitchell 2008). Hsing their own images 

and language, community members reflect on, discuss, and present their knowledge 

through these user-generated digital stories to inform research, practice, and 

policymaking on issues that impact them. As a result, an increasing number of 

community-based organiXations and foundations working with underserved populations 

are organiXing digital storytelling pro[ects.  

My interest in user-generated media grew as a result of my work at a foundation 

and a public access channel. >n 2000, > worked for the Benton Roundation on a pro[ect 

that supported partnerships between public broadcasting stations and community-

based health organiXations. The ob[ective was to produce programming that would 

increase information and awareness about health issues. > later worked at a public 

access channel, where > directed youth programming and managed the station.  

My first experience with digital storytelling was through my position as a 

graduate student researcher with the California Communities Program (CCP) at the 

Hniversity of California, Davis. While working with CCP, > provided technical assistance 
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during digital storytelling workshops conducted as part of a multi-year evaluation of a 

youth development initiative. > also provided technical assistance and assessed a digital 

storytelling pro[ect aimed at documenting the community and economic development 

in a Sierra Roothills community. > noticed that both of these pro[ects leveraged 

technology in communities where participants may have otherwise not had access. This 

exposure was important because it created opportunities for community members to 

learn how to use technology, including computers and software. This is connected to my 

second observation that, through the process of telling and sharing their stories in 

facilitated groups, community members gained an increased sense of self-confidence. 

My work with these pro[ects increased my interest in how and to what effect digital 

storytelling was being used in communities. 

> conducted an extensive review of digital storytelling programs in the popular 

and academic literature. Research about digital storytelling is still in its early stages and 

there are very few studies that have explored the outcomes of digital stories for 

individuals and communities. > found that the literature that does exist frequently 

alluded to the possibility or promoted the promise of the production of these stories to 

hempower’ individuals and, in doing so, create conditions for organiXation and 

community change. =owever, my review found much less discussion about how, where, 

and when the stories might be used to achieve that change. The digital storytelling 

literature, which is growing, placed less emphasis on organiXing for change, a lengthy 

and multifaceted process, than on community participation in media production, a 

shorter and less complex practice. This gap raised a number of questions for me. =ow 
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and to what extent are digital stories amplifying underserved voices? =ow does one 

know if the stories increase knowledge about issues impacting underrepresented 

communities? =ow are digital stories creating spaces for public discussion and action? > 

was interested in learning more about how participants in digital storytelling pro[ects 

were using and understanding digital stories, specifically the extent to which they 

identified individual, organiXational, or community transformation as an outcome of the 

stories’ production.  

This study did not attempt to measure empowerment per se, though > believe 

investigations of that sort are critical next steps for this emerging field. >nstead, this 

study is an exploration into the practices and attitudes of participants in digital 

storytelling pro[ects. Specifically, it questions whether and how digital storytelling 

promotes different aspects of individual, organiXational, and community empowerment 

as it is understood Ty participants in digital storytelling pro[ects. To do this, > used a 

comparative case study approach supported by theory and research about citiXen 

participation and empowerment as discussed in disciplines such as community 

development, political science, and public health. > also documented and compared 

three digital storytelling pro[ects in northern California. The first pro[ect engaged youth 

in seven different communities in the Sacramento metropolitan region^ the second 

pro[ect paired youth with adult community leaders and university researchers in a 

sparsely-populated rural community in the Sierra Roothills^ and the third pro[ect 

brought together youth and adults living in a dense urban core in the Bay Area. Though 

the pro[ects varied in planning, design, and implementation, they shared a common 
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element espoused by pro[ect funders and facilitators: the possibility or promise for 

empowerment and change.  

The digital stories produced as part of the first case study, the REAC= Digital 

Storytelling Workshops, were to be used to record youth viewpoints about the issues 

facing them in their neighborhoods and communities. >n the second case study, Hp from 

the HnderStory, pro[ect goals included creating media to inform future community 

change pro[ects and promoting support for community change efforts. >n the third case 

study, Abriendo las Ca[as sought to increase awareness and reduce incidences of 

domestic violence in their community.  

Through interviews with community members, nonprofit and foundation staff, 

and review of digital stories and documents, this study draws some generaliXations 

about the actors, processes, and outcomes of digital stories in several community 

initiatives. >t begins with an historical overview of collaborative filmmaking, which 

shares many theoretical and applied characteristics with digital storytelling. This chapter 

also includes an overview of digital storytelling, in particular the methods used by the 

Center for Digital Storytelling and Photovoice. >n Chapter g, > summariXe some of the 

academic literature that has contributed to the academy’s understanding about 

empowerment and the role of participation and power in this process. My methods and 

study design are detailed in Chapter e. > also provide an outline of the three pro[ects 

that contribute to the comparative case study. These pro[ects are described in more 

detail in the subsequent three chapters, including the REAC= Digital Storytelling 

Workshops (Chapter 5), Hp from the HnderStory (Chapter 6), and Abriendo las Ca[as 
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(Chapter 7). The findings that emerged in this study are presented in Chapter 8, which 

are discussed and summariXed in Chapter 9. 
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Participation in Rilm, Tideo, and Photography 

Traditional electronic media disseminates information over some geographic 

scale via radio and television. Media can jraise or diminish issues in the public eye, and 

therefore affect the distribution of benefits in societyk (>slam 2002, e-5). >n the Hnited 

States, media takes two forms: commercial (such as ABC, 9BC, CBS, RBC and their local 

affiliates) and noncommercial (such as 9PR, PBS and their affiliate stations).  

>nformation distributed through media channels, commercial or noncommercial, 

is generally communicated in a top-down, one-way vertical process. >t is controlled by a 

series of gatekeepers who make decisions about media content that controls the 

information (agenda setting) and shapes the knowledge (framing) audiences have 

access to (=ubbard et al. 1975^ Jernigan and Wright 1996^ Ro[as et al. 2005^ Wallack 

199e). These gatekeepers also control the form of media production, representation, 

and distribution. Reedback is limited. The access to this information is variable and 

unequal. MarginaliXed populations are often disconnected from one another in this 

process (Gaventa 1980, 199g^ Marchessault 1995).  

>nformation distributed through community-produced media, which tends to 

take place on a smaller scale confined to a neighborhood, city, or suburb (Jankowski 

2002), comes more frequently from personal sources and encourages interpersonal 

communication through a two-way horiXontal process where both receiver and sender 
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participate (Berrigan 1979). People’s participation in media production has the potential 

to increase the relevance of media content because people with local expertise and 

understanding inform it. >t also has the potential to increase understanding by decision-

makers isolated from these issues but with the power to effect policy (>srael et al. 1998^ 

Wang and Burris 1997^ Wang, Yuan, Reng 1996^ AopeX et al. 2005).  

Today’s practice and understanding about the participation of community 

members in visual media production can be traced back to two influential film pro[ects. 

>n the 1960s Sol Worth, a professor of visual communication at the Annenberg School of 

Communications at the Hniversity of Pennsylvania, began teaching youth who had 

dropped out of school how to use video cameras to produce their own films. Worth 

called this a bio-documentary (Worth and Adair 1997), a film made by a person who did 

not have to be a professional filmmaker that communicates that person’s experiences 

to broader audiences. >n 1966, Worth traveled to Pine Springs, AriXona with John Adair, 

an anthropology professor. They worked collaboratively with six 9ava[os to produce a 

film, training participants how to use tape recorders, cameras, frame shots, and edit 

footage. As visual anthropologists, Worth and Adair were interested in understanding 

communication in particular cultural settings, specifically why a particular person within 

a specific cultural context interprets an image in the way that s/he did and what could 

be generaliXed about this process to the larger population (Worth and Adair 1997, 15).  

Around this time, filmmakers were also experimenting with ways film could be 

used to include people in decision-making about policy issues that impacted them. >n 

1967, as part of its jwar on poverty,k the Canadian government supported an initiative 
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to use film, video, and cable television to increase information, understanding, and 

action about social issues, particularly poverty. The initiative, hChallenge for Change,’ 

was conceived by its program staff as a strategy to integrate the voices of the poor into 

the larger mainstream dialogue (Marchessault 1995^ Williamson 1990).  

Rilmmaker Colin Aow and extension workers Don Snowden and Rred Earle piloted 

the initiative’s participatory process with the residents of Rogo >sland, a small island off 

the coast of 9ewfoundland. Most of this rural island’s 5,000 residents were isolated 

from one another and decision-makers because of poor infrastructure. This 

infrastructure included a lack of information sources like telephones, newspapers, radio, 

and television (Willamson 1990). Residents were resisting efforts by the Canadian 

government to relocate them to jgrowth areask so that the island could be redeveloped 

(Williamson 1990). Aow used what he called jverticalk films to capture residents’ issues 

and concerns (Williamson 1990). These films included a community event, an everyday 

activity, or an interview with a resident discussing a topic of their choice. Residents 

reviewed the films through a series of community screenings, editing out scenes that 

weren’t accurate representations of their experiences.  

This process, which came to be known as the Rogo Process (Marchessault 1995^ 

Williamson 1990), was used in future hChallenge for Change’ pro[ects. >t was intended to 

remove, to the greatest extent possible, any interpretation of the residents’ experiences 

by Aow and his crew (Marchessault 1995^ Williamson 1990).  The screenings were also 

used as launching pads for discussion among residents, which were facilitated by a staff 

member or extension worker. Through this process, Rogo residents developed a new 
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understanding about the knowledge and expertise housed within their community. They 

began to organiXe around their common interests and create strategies to change their 

situation. The films were eventually screened for 9ewfoundland government officials 

who came to understand that resettlement was not the only option for the island and 

engaged in discussion with residents about alternatives (Williamson 1990).  

QRhe Challenge for Change fil- enaTled co--unities to \vie= the-selves. 
discover their strengths. and Tring their ideas to Tetter order5] Rhus =hat 
ca-e to -atter =as not so -uch the final 'roduct Tut the use of -edia as 
a \s'arC'lug for 'rocess]V XMarchessault 1PPN. 1JDA1J6Y51 

 

Digital Storytelling 

People have been telling stories for thousands of years. 7igital storytelling allows 

people to share their narratives using digital technology and media. The production and 

purpose of this user-generated content is interpreted in a variety of ways, but many 

practitioners emphasiXe inclusive or participatory teaching methods that facilitate first 

person or hfirst voice’ narratives. Two of the more frequently cited methods for 

facilitating the production of digital stories include the process developed and taught 

through the Center for Digital Storytelling and a method called Photovoice.2  

The first method is more commonly cited in the popular literature. Joe Aambert, 

Dana Atchley, and 9ina Mullen developed it in 199g. Their method is taught through 

workshops at the Center for Digital Storytelling (CDS), a nonprofit training and research 

                                                        

1 Bver its short lifespan the program produced hundreds of films. >t began to lose government funding in 
the mid 70s because of fiscal constraints (Marchessault 1995).  
2 To my knowledge, each of the pro[ects featured in this study designed their own process, but they may 
have borrowed from or adapted their design based either on one or both of the methods. 
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organiXation (Paull 2002). They describe their approach to digital storytelling as an 

jemphasis on first-person narrative, meaningful workshop processes, and participatory 

production methods.kg Their workshops are offered in two formats. jBpen workshopsk 

are offered monthly out of their offices in Berkeley, CA and periodically in cities across 

the Hnited States, Canada, and Europe. These three-day work sessions, and a 

companion handbook, introduce individuals to storytelling, storyboarding, interviewing, 

and digital production. Their staff works with participants to tell a story that is 

meaningful to the participant, such as an important person, place, or event. CDS also 

offers workshops to and develops large-scale pro[ects for organiXations and businesses. 

These services are customiXed. They include an assessment of the organiXation’s needs 

(with attention to education, advocacy, and research and evaluation), program 

planning, curriculum development, and implementation.e 

The other method, hPhotovoice,’ appears more frequently in the academic 

literature. >t aims to empower individuals to tell stories that contribute to the 

development and transformation of communities (Wang and Burris 1997). Photovoice 

gained popularity by Korn into Krothels, an award-winning documentary about seven 

children living in Calcutta’s red light district. The film’s director, mana Briski, who was in 

Calcutta photographing prostitutes, developed relationships with the women’s children. 

                                                        

g jAbout Hs.k Center for Digital Storytelling. Retrieved from http://www.storycenter.org/index1.html May 
12, 2009. 
e jCustomiXed Program Development.k Center for Digital Storytelling. Retrieved from 
http://www.storycenter.org/custom.html May 12, 2009. 
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She taught the children how to use cameras and gave each of them their own. Their 

pictures are featured in the movie.5  

Photovoice was developed in 1992 by Caroline Wang, Mary Ann Burris, and their 

colleagues. The method is used to train participants in the use of point-and-shoot 

cameras in community photography pro[ects (Mitchell 2008). >ts three main goals are to 

enable people, through photographs, to 1) record and reflect on their community’s 

opportunities and challenges^ 2) increase information and dialogue about community 

issues^ and g) reach policymakers and decision-makers through public forums and 

exhibits (Wang and Burris 1997^ AopeX et al. 2005).  

Wang, Burris, and their colleagues first used the method in the early 90s when 

working with rural women in China. The women, who had had no access to policy and 

decision-makers, used photo novellas to capture their living conditions. The 

photographs were later exhibited and interpreted through public exhibits. The pro[ect is 

credited with influencing decision-makers in the community to provide educational 

scholarships for rural girls and construct day-care facilities and a water storage tank 

(Wang and Burris 199e).  

Stories created using the Photovoice method have played different roles in 

community initiatives, including needs assessments (Wang and Burris 1997), 

participatory evaluation (Roster-Rishman et al 2005), reaching policymakers (Wang and 

Burris 199e), and as a component of health campaigns (Wang et al. 1998). Photovoice 

                                                        

5 jCalcutta.k Kids with Cameras. Retrieved from http://www.kids-with-cameras.org/calcutta/ May 11, 
2009. 
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pro[ects have also been used to bring attention to youth and adult perspectives on 

community health issues (Wang, Morrel-Samuels, =utchinson, Bell, and Pestronk 200e) 

and with African American breast cancer survivors to promote understanding of issues 

facing survivors (AopeX et al. 2005).  

These studies show that planning, program design, and implementation, along 

with the social context which the pro[ect is being conducted, play important roles in 

helping these pro[ects achieve their goals. These pro[ects also take considerable time 

and effort on the part of community members and it helps for them to see tangible 

results. The quality of the group’s facilitation is critical in helping community members 

identify and understand the sub[ect of their digital stories. >nadequate attention to this 

process will fail to lead to deeper thinking and action (Wilson et al., 2007). 

>nterestingly, though there is emphasis on the potential of the method to reach 

policymakers, little discussion appears in academic publications about how the stories 

were used in organiXing around a community-based issue that resulted in some kind of 

change. Many of the studies that used Photovoice organiXed their discussion around the 

participation and production process, including problem identification, pro[ect 

implementation, digital story production, and public screenings. The discussion tends to 

end there, with little information about the mechanism and social networks by which 

the stories were distributed and what, if any, change in attitudes or policy occurred as a 

result. Photovoice’s creators acknowledge that reaching policymakers is jambitious 

(Wang and Burris 199e, 18g).k They conclude that policymakers themselves must be 

open to the process. Aacking a receptive response from this specialiXed audience, 
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Photovoice is singly a tool to facilitate the participation of community members in local 

issues. Rurther, they warn, it may become  jwindow dressing, raising questions about its 

role in preserving the status quo (Wang and Burris 199e, 18g).k 

 

Roundation Runding 

There are often several actors involved in community media production, including a 

community, education, or government-based organiXation, community members, and 

funders. >n 1968, the Council on Roundations first screened films and videos as part of 

their annual conference. According to one of the early organiXers ` who worked at a 

foundation that funded films as a way to jcommunicate ideas, particularly related to 

civil rightsk ` a jhandfulk of foundations underwrote the screenings, which were housed 

in a closet and attracted g-e viewers per film.6  Today, the interest in funding film and 

video has grown. More than e5 foundations are now members of Grantmakers in Rilm 

and Electronic Media (GREM), an affinity group of the Council on Roundations comprised 

of foundations that fund media content, infrastructure, and policy as well as 

foundations interested in learning more about media.7 This funding includes digital 

storytelling. Ror example, the Rord Roundation funded Wang and Burris’ work in China 

(Wang and Burris 1997)^ The W.K. Kellogg Roundation, through its initiative to improve 

economic and educational outcomes in a Michigan community, supported the use of 

Photovoice in program evaluation (9owell et al. 2006^ Roster-Rishman et al. 2005) and 

                                                        

6 Pyle, Kathryn (August 19, 2008). j’Traces of the Trade’ and Philanthropy, Part 1.k Retrieved from 
PhilanTopic (http://pndblog.typepad.com/pndblog/2008/08/traces-of-the-t.html) on January 7, 2009. 
7 Retrieved from Grantmakers in Rilm and Electronic Media website (http://gfem.org/) on January 6, 2009. 
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to document the impact of immigration on Aatino youth (Streng et al. 200e). >n addition, 

the Charles Stewart Mott Roundation supported a Photovoice pro[ect about 

homelessness in Rlint, M> (Wang et al. 200e). 

Though digital storytelling is associated with empowerment in popular and 

academic literature, less attention has been given to defining and measuring the extent 

to which the process facilitates individual, organiXational, and community 

empowerment. The discussion in the following chapter explores empowerment and 

proposes a framework for which it can be understood in digital storytelling efforts.  
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Empowerment is a frequently used term in the popular and academic literature to 

describe the potential benefits for community members participating in digital 

storytelling pro[ects. =owever, there are few resources currently available to 

practitioners that support assessments of the extent to which digital storytelling has 

facilitated the empowerment process and achieved this outcome. The following 

discussion provides a general overview of empowerment theory and includes 

contributions from the fields of community development, political science, community 

psychology, and public health. This chapter begins with a summary of citiXen 

participation and power. These two theoretical constructs share a number of 

characteristics, perhaps foremost that they both claim empowerment as an outcome.  

 

Participation and Power in the Production of Knowledge and Decision-Making 

QRhe idea of citi^en 'artici'ation is a little liCe eating s'inach: no one is 
against it in 'rinci'le Tecause it]s good for you5V Sherry Arnstein X1PDPY 

CitiXen participation is a process by which public institutions provide 

opportunities for individuals to participate in the decisions affecting them (Arnstein 

1969^ Rlorin and Wandersman 1990). Participation in decision-making processes in the 

Hnited States has traditionally been limited to those that, through credentialing, 

certification, or election, are recogniXed as an expert. Their knowledge, grounded in 
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technical and scientific training, is acknowledged as ob[ective and valid. Knowledge 

produced sub[ectively and un-scientifically, by hnon-experts,’ is viewed as deficient. 

Because of this experts control the production and dissemination of knowledge. This 

control over knowledge production builds and maintains power by experts, giving 

experts the power to define issues and make decisions about those issues affecting non-

experts (Boyte and Kari 1996^ Gaventa 1980, 199g^ Aukes 197e^ Wallerstein and Duran 

200g). Empowerment is associated with ownership gained through access to and 

participation in decision-making (Peterman 1999). 

A growing interest in hcitiXen participation’ and hcitiXen empowerment,’ including 

the participation of low-income, underserved, or marginaliXed populations, emerged in 

the 1960s in response to President Johnson’s jWar on Povertyk programs. >n 196e, 

during his inaugural speech, President Johnson proposed a jwar on poverty,k launching 

a decade of policy programs aimed at improving the health and economic welfare of the 

poor. A signature piece of this legislation was the Economic Bpportunity Act (EBA). 

Passed by Congress in August 196e, the EBA called for jmaximum feasible participationk 

(=aveman 1977, p. 2e1) by community residents and low-income populations served by 

public and private social service agencies through Community Action Programs (CAPs) 

and Model Cities programs that provided skill-building opportunities (Arnstein 1969^ 

Boyte and Kari 1996^ =aveman 1977^ Rocha 1997).  

This federal mandate was controversial. >t launched a national debate about how 

to address the inclusion of citiXens in influencing social policy. >n 1969, Sherry Arnstein 

constructed a jcitiXen’s ladder of participationk (Rig. 1) to address the irregular 
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interpretation of the Johnson 

Administration’s mandate. Arnstein’s 

ladder illustrates the extent to which 

citiXen input and involvement amounts to 

power and control along eight rungs of a 

ladder. The bottom rungs of the ladder 

offer little to no participation in decision-

making and, therefore, little control or 

influence over decisions. >nfluence and 

control over decisions by citiXens increase 

along the middle and higher rungs 

(Arnstein 1969^ Peterman 1999).  

 Decades after Arnstein’s ladder, criticism and debate about her typology rages 

on (Craig 2002), as does the debate about the value of community participation. But 

there does seem to be general agreement across the literature to suggest that 

participation linked to decision-making power ` from planning to implementation ` is 

the most important form of participation (Craig 2002).   

A research method has emerged over the past few decades that challenges 

traditional views of knowledge production and the authenticity of citiXen participation. 

The method, participatory action research (PAR), questions by whom, for whom, and for 

what purpose knowledge is generated. This method emphasiXes a more pluralistic 

approach to knowledge production that involves the collaboration of researchers with 

D524!:4 Participation is illustrated hierarchically in 
relationship to decision-making power. The bottom two 
rungs ` manipulation and therapy ` illustrate non-
participation. They are designed to help, inform, or 
educate the powerless by the powerful, not the inverse. 
The middle three rungs ` informing, consultation, and 
placation ` illustrate tokenistic forms of participation. 
These might include surveys or public meetings. The top 
three rungs ` partnership, delegated power, and citiXen 
control ` are the only three rungs of the ladder that 
offer genuine opportunities for public participation and 
power (Arnstein 1969).  
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traditionally marginaliXed groups, including minorities, women, youth, workers, and the 

poor (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995^ Gaventa 199g^ Minkler and =ancock 200g^ Minkler 

and Wallerstein 200g^ Aee, Kruase and Goetchius 200g^ Wallerstein and Duran 200g). 

What distinguishes this method from other frameworks is that research is conducted 

with and by people across different stages of the research (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995). 

The community’s co-participation in planning and decision-making may increase the 

potential for a pro[ect to succeed because of knowledge, experience, and expertise 

housed within the community that specialists might lack (Berrigan 1979, RodrigueX 

2000). 

PAR includes a number of stages: defining the research question and collecting, 

analyXing, and presenting the data. >t is the community’s responsibility to determine the 

stages of the research that will be guided by the community and the stages of the 

research that will be guided by the researcher. The success of PAR pro[ects is 

determined by the extent to which community members, traditionally the non-experts, 

become dependent on the experiences, resources, and tools of the researcher, 

traditionally the expert. PAR pro[ects are successful when community members have 

gained control of the process and no longer rely on the researcher (Gaventa 199g^ 

Stoecker 200g). Empowerment is the result of citiXen participation that leads to this 

control ` or citiXen power (Arnstein 1969^ Craig 2002^ Cornwall and Jewkes 1995^ Rlorin 

and Wandersman 1990^ >srael et al. 199e^ Peterman 1999^ Wallerstein and Duran 200g).  
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The classic definition of power was proposed by Dahl (1957) who defined it as 

the ability of an individual or a group of individuals to affect one another in a significant 

way. That is: 

QA has 'o=er over K to the extent that he can get K to do so-ething that 
other=ise K =ould not doV X'5 F:FAF:JY5 

Bachrach and BaratX (196g) expanded Dahl’s definition to include the absence of 

open conflict ` that is, the power of power holders to limit, through their own influence 

and authority, the consideration of issues in the public process. Aukes (197e) argued 

that these two views missed what he called hthe three dimensional view,’ focusing on 

power that is hsilent.’ =e argued that power holders shape the very preferences of the 

powerless by influencing what issues they think about and how they think about them. 

This influence privileges the real interests of those in power over those not in power:  

QA exercises 'o=er over K =hen A affects K in a -anner contrary to K]s 
interestsV X'5 F6Y5  

>n his investigations about powerlessness and power, Gaventa (1980) used all 

three views of power to explain the lack of participation by the powerless in community 

life. =e argued that power accumulates over time and through its reinforcement, power 

structures and relationships develop that act to suppress participation, maintaining the 

silence of the powerless. Transforming these structures are jinevitably difficultk 

(Gaventa 1980, p. 2g). 

Two community activists have made important and distinctly different 

contributions to transforming power structures. Saul Alinsky, credited with mobiliXing 

poor and minority communities around the Hnited States, founded the >ndustrial Areas 
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Roundation (>AR) to teach his organiXing strategies and tools to gain power that form the 

foundation for many grassroots advocacy campaigns today (Boyte 200e^ Peterman 

1999). Alinsky believed that social and economic benefits for poor and minority 

communities could only be achieved through contentious and direct confrontation of 

power holders. =e founded the >AR to train organiXers in hwarfare’ against the h=aves,’ 

calling them the henemy’ and advocating adversarial tactics to get their attention. >n 

`ules for `adicals, Alinsky suggests that organiXers jrub raw the resentments of the 

people of the community,k that s/he must jstir up the dissatisfaction and discontentk 

(Alinsky 1989, 116-117). 

=is contemporary, Paulo Rreire, a BraXilian educator, argued that the powerless 

could learn to re-engage in community life through the co-production of knowledge. 

Aike American authors Rreire believed that through the ob[ectification of the powerless 

by power holders, the powerless had withdrawn from community life. =e wrote that 

through consciousness, jthe learning to perceive social, political, and economic 

contradictions, and to take action against the oppressive elements of realityk (Rreire 

2007, g5),8 people would gain a deeper understanding of their situation. This 

understanding would increase people’s participation in transforming their situations, 

thereby improving their livelihoods. Rreire’s model challenged the banking concept of 

education in which teachers deposit their knowledge in students, reinforcing traditional 

power structures and encouraging passivity of students. =e advocated a new model, 

                                                        

8 Pedagogy of the O''ressed was first published in 1970. The g0th Anniversary edition of this work was 
used for this paper. 
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problem-posing education, that allowed teachers and students to re-create and co-

produce knowledge through a series of stages. Without this co-production between 

teacher and student, he argued, students are jfilledk by the teacher with the teacher’s 

reality. The student accepts that reality, does not develop consciousness, and, 

therefore, does not develop the knowledge needed to transform their situation (Rreire 

2007, p. 71-7g). This process, which Rriere termed hconscientiXation,’ is also known as 

empowerment. 

!

Empowerment 

Empowerment is frequently constructed as both process and outcome whereby 

individuals gain control over their own affairs in some dimension. This dimension might 

be personal, social, political, or economic. The idea of empowerment grew out of social 

activism in the 1960s and the self-help movement of the 1970s. >t is often used across 

different academic and professional disciplines to describe an increase in an individual’s 

self-efficacy, confidence, self-sufficiency, competence, or coping skills facilitated by 

external support or personal motivation (>srael et al. 199e^ Kieffer 198e^ Rlorin and 

Wandersman 1990^ Pigg 2002^ SchulX et al. 1995). Empowerment is also conceptualiXed 

across organiXation and community-wide levels. > suggest all three are important for 

understanding the potential role of digital storytelling in community-based initiatives.  

At the individual level, empowerment is characteriXed as increased self-efficacy 

resulting from individual action and ability to influence decisions. >t is linked with 

organiXation and community empowerment whereby individuals develop skills and have 
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access to resources (SchulX et al. 1995). At the organiXational level, organiXations are 

said to be hempowering’ and/or hempowered.’ >n empowering organiXations, access to 

and participation in decision-making facilitates mutual empowerment resulting from 

relationships with others. These relationships may hempower’ the organiXation to 

influence community-wide decisions. At the community level, empowerment results 

from the collective participation of individuals and organiXations in the elimination of 

social, economic, and political barriers (>srael et al. 199e^ Rlorin and Wandersman 1990^ 

Pigg 2005^ Rappaport 198e^ SchulX et al. 1995^ mimmerman and Rappaport 1988). Social, 

cultural, and political contexts, including environmental or organiXational influences, are 

important considerations in the analysis of empowerment (mimmerman 1990). 

 Bne explanation of the 

empowerment process at the 

individual level is the power 

orientation typology developed by 

McClelland (1975) (Rig. 2). =e 

constructed power as a 

relationship between the source 

and ob[ect of power that shifts 

over an individual’s development. This may be either internal or external to the self. The 

experience of power moves sequentially through four stages and is dependent on the 

rate of an individual’s development, maturing in the fourth stage.  
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e. >t (religion, 
laws, my group) 
moves to serve 
me, influence 
others 

g. > have an 
impact 
(influence) on 
others 

D524!>: Power Brientations Classification, McClelland (1975). 
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 Rocha (1997) borrowed from Arnstein’s 

ladder and McClelland’s typology to illustrate 

the relationship between individual and 

community level empowerment. =er hladder of 

empowerment’ (Rig. g) moves from the 

individual’s experience of power to the 

community’s experience of power. The fourth 

rung on the ladder, socio-political 

empowerment, best illustrates the potential 

for digital storytelling in community-based 

pro[ects. This is conceptualiXed as stages of 

knowledge acquisition and collaboration that 

begins with community members (who share their stories) and shifts focus to physical, 

social, and economic structures (the potential of stories to effect change). >ndividuals, 

organiXations, and communities move across the four stages of power as described in 

McClelland’s typology at different times and settings. These three levels support the 

other in expanding understanding and participation in transforming communities. The 

organiXation in this model plays a critical role in facilitating the individual and 

community’s experience of power. >t serves as a source of initial support for the 

individual that leads to community change (Rocha 1997). 

Kieffer (198e) constructed citiXen empowerment as a process by which 

individuals jtransition from a sense of self as helpless victim to acceptance of self as 

D524!C4!A ladder of empowerment (Rocha 1997). 
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assertive and efficacious citiXenk (p. g2). This process extends beyond the acquisition of 

new skills (such as the technical and social skills gained by community members in 

digital storytelling pro[ects). Empowerment is really a new understanding of and 

participation in an individual’s social, economic, and political situation. Through this 

process, individuals, organiXations, and communities emerge from an experience of 

powerlessness, energiXed with a new sense of control.  

>n my review of the literature, > found [ust one study (Roster-Rishman 2005) that 

assessed the extent to which digital storytelling pro[ects were achieving goals related to 

empowerment. Kieffer’s understanding of empowerment emerged in this study and was 

used to evaluate outcomes. Through interviews with community members, the authors 

found that participants were affected by their experience in the digital storytelling 

pro[ect. The authors reported among participants an jincreased self-competence, 

emergent critical awareness of one’s environment, and the cultivation of resources for 

social and political actionk (Roster-Rishman 2005, 281). The authors also suggest that 

digital storytelling itself serves as a catalyst for empowerment. The community within 

which the study took place had seen an increase in resources and visibility that may 

have impacted the perception of the study’s respondents. >n light of this, it is not clear 

that digital storytelling alone is a tool for empowerment (Roster-Rishman 2005). 9 

                                                        

9 >n the late stages of my research, > discovered a framework for understanding empowerment in digital 
storytelling. Though it did not inform my discussion, it should be used towards understanding 
empowerment in this field. The citation is jTowards a Conceptual Rramework for Participation and 
Empowerment in Participatory Tideo and Digital Storytellingk by Ying Ai. 
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The ob[ective of this study was to systematically examine how participants in 

digital storytelling pro[ects, including community members, nonprofit staff, and 

foundation staff, use and understand digital stories. > was particularly interested in the 

potential benefits and outcomes they identified as a result of participating in the 

process and producing the stories. Given that little research existed to guide this 

investigation, > chose to pursue these questions using a multiple-case design that 

allowed me to compare three digital storytelling pro[ects. The rationale was to open up 

a field of inquiry rather than seek definitive answers. =oward Becker (1998) wrote that 

scientific inquiry can be likened to a story, in that the explanations or descriptions of the 

questions social scientists try to construct meaning from jcan almost always be 

understood as some kind of narrative about how something happened in the past, 

happens now, and will happen in the future (17).k Hsing observation and semi-

structured interviews allowed me to probe for answers and construct meanings as a 

result of conversations with respondents and direct interactions with participants in 

digital storytelling pro[ects and the data itself.  

Each of the cases were chosen because of my familiarity with the pro[ects and 

access to key participants, the pro[ects’ focus on community-based issues, and their 

geographical proximity. Research methods included direct and participant observation, 

semi-structured interviews, a focus group, digital story review, and document review. 
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This study was also guided by my previous professional experience within a foundation 

and public access channel, and participation as a graduate student researcher in two of 

the digital storytelling pro[ects included in this study. The settings of the case studies 

and the methods used in each are described in more detail below. 

 

Case Studies 

Though each of the digital storytelling pro[ects presented in this study varied, all 

three include similar practices and attitudes about the potential of digital stories to 

empower individuals, organiXations, and communities. Their expectation was that the 

production and public screening of the digital stories would foster an increased 

understanding within and beyond their communities about a range of social issues.  

The first case study, the REAC= Digital Storytelling Workshops, is situated in the 

greater Sacramento metropolitan area. Three two-day digital storytelling workshops 

were conducted as part of a multi-year evaluation of a foundation-funded initiative to 

improve positive outcomes for youth. The evaluation team expected that two sets of 

digital stories would be produced, one at the beginning of the grant period and the 

second at the end of the grant period. This story set would be compared to assess any 

perceived changes in supports and opportunities for the youth involved in the funded 

communities.  

The second case study, Hp from the Hnderstory, is set in a sparsely-populated 

rural community southeast of Sacramento. A research center housed at the Hniversity 

of California, Davis initiated the pro[ect as a way to build relationships between the 
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university and communities that allows the region to draw on the knowledge and 

resources available through the academy. The pro[ect activities cultivated relationships 

between youth and adults living in the community and built links to university 

researchers who lived and worked outside of the area.  

The third case study, Abriendo las Ca[as, is located in the Rruitvale district in 

Bakland. The pro[ect is a partnership between a community foundation, health clinic, 

and media training center to bring attention to domestic violence in the Aatino 

communities in the area. Youth and adults participated in the pro[ect. 

 

Methods 

The methods used in this study vary across each of the pro[ects and are 

described in detail below. Selection criteria across all three cases included age, gender, 

type of role and responsibilities (e.g., as community participant, pro[ect coordinator or 

facilitator, and funder), and the length of time spent with the pro[ect. Before entering 

the field, > created an interview guide, the purpose of which was to capture the 

narratives or accounts of people in their own words. This guide provided me with an 

approximate outline for the interview and is what > used to log my data. (The interview 

protocol can be found in the Appendix). To encourage candor, respondents were 

promised that their comments would remain anonymous and confidential.  Though 

attempts were made to gain qualitative data from community members participating in 

the process, particularly youth, this was not achieved with the exception of Hp from the 
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HnderStory. Ruture research could focus more closely at community members’ 

experiences before and after their participation in these pro[ects. 

`EACa 7igital Storytelling WorCsho's. Data collection for the REAC= Youth 

Development >nitiative began in September 2007 and ended in April 2009.  > provided 

support and technical assistance in my role as a graduate research assistant during the 

first day of each of the three two-day digital storytelling workshops. Research methods 

include participant observation^ semi-structured interviews with adult participants, 

evaluation team staff, and foundation staff^ document review^ and review of the digital 

stories. Six interviews were conducted in person or by phone between March and April 

2009, including two with foundation staff, one with the pro[ect facilitator, and three 

with adult participants. 

[' fro- the [nderStory. Hp from the HnderStory draws from field research and 

a pro[ect evaluation report > prepared in collaboration with the California Communities 

Program. As a graduate student researcher, > provided some programmatic support over 

the duration of the pro[ect, including curriculum and outreach material development 

and participation in one Saturday digital storytelling workshop and three public events. 

Data collection began January 1, 2008 and ended April 2009. Research methods 

included participant observation^ semi-structured phone interviews with program 

participants and advisors^ a focus group with youth participants^ document review^ and 

review of the digital stories. Eight interviews were conducted in May and June 2008, 

four with adult community members, two with youth participants, and two with HC 

Davis faculty. A focus group with nine youth was conducted following the screening of 
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the digital stories at HC Davis in June 2008. Three additional interviews were conducted 

in March 2009 to follow-up on any activities that had occurred since the screening of 

the digital stories in June 2008.   

ATriendo las CaLas. Data collection for Abriendo las Ca[as began in Rebruary 2009 

and ended in April 2009. Though > was not directly involved in this pro[ect, > was a staff 

member of the program from which the pro[ect received funding. Research methods 

included observation^ semi-structured interviews^ document review^ and review of 

digital stories. Between March and April 2009, > conducted four interviews, three with 

pro[ect staff and one with foundation staff. Because of the sensitivity of this pro[ect’s 

topic, domestic violence, > did not talk with any of the community participants. 

=owever, > did transcribe, review, and analyXe feedback from youth and adult 

participants captured in a 10-minute video produced by an evaluator hired by the 

pro[ect’s organiXations. The video includes feedback from nine of the adult participants 

and seven of the youth participants. > also attended a two-day national conference in 

March 2009 where the pro[ect staff presented on their pro[ect.  

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The data collected from the case study interviews and observations revealed the 

history and nature of the individual’s involvement^ the implementation, production, and 

dissemination processes for the digital stories^ and the perceived benefits for 

participants and the greater community. To better understand the extent to which adult 

and youth participants were involved in the design and implementation of the digital 
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storytelling pro[ects, respondents were asked to recall how they came to be involved in 

the pro[ect, describe the mechanism for which story topics were chosen, and explain 

how the tasks and activities needed to produce the digital stories were accomplished. > 

was also interested in understanding what respondents hoped would be accomplished 

as a result of the production of these stories and the extent to which their expectations 

had been met. Respondents were also asked to describe how the digital stories were 

distributed after their production (through community screenings, film festivals, board 

meetings, conferences, etc.), the kinds of benefits they thought the pro[ect had for 

individual participants and the viewing audience, and the extent to which the 

respondent learned something new from the process. Additional questions were asked 

in order to discover the ma[or accomplishments and challenges within the pro[ects. 

These questions asked respondents to reflect on the most exciting and frustrating parts 

of the pro[ect and what changes, if any, they suggested for future digital storytelling 

pro[ects. 

To analyXe the data for this study, > transcribed audio from the semi-structured 

interviews, audio from the digital stories, and observations in the field. These 

transcripts, in addition to pro[ect documents and other researchers’ field notes, were 

analyXed using a coding scheme based on the main categories from the interview 

protocol: motivation for involvement^ issue recognition, stakeholder involvement, and 

decision-making^ and dissemination, empowerment, and action.  

There are several limitations to this study. These include the small number of 

pro[ects > documented and compared, the number of participants > spoke with, and the 
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limited ability to measure empowerment. Ror those reasons, not all the findings can be 

generaliXed to the larger field. This study is best seen, rather, as contributing to the 

field’s understanding of the meaning people make of their participation in these efforts 

and their hopes for how the stories will be used by individuals, organiXations, and their 

communities. More importantly, it generates questions about the capacity of digital 

stories themselves as vehicles for social change. 
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Background 

South of Sacramento, off of California =ighway 99, lies the small town of Galt, a 

community of about 20,000 people. >t was a sunny Saturday morning in Rebruary 2008 

and a group of 10-15-year-olds and adults, no more than 20 in total, gathered in the 

computer lab at the middle school for the first of two all-day weekend work sessions on 

youth-led research and digital storytelling. Most of the morning was spent sharing 

stories about an experience in their community. Stories focused on how participants 

spent their time, an important person or place in their life, or an issue in their 

community. The workshop facilitators charted the stories on paper, categoriXing 

different parts of the stories according to the structural components of the story arc, 

including the main character, the point of conflict, and the resolution or lesson learned. 

The group talked about how to use these different elements to tell a compelling story. 

After a short break, the group reconvened in the computer lab, where they 

found the room full of toys for infants and toddlers. The facilitator asked the 

participants who had brought the toys into the room. They looked around at each other, 

laughed, and shrugged their shoulders. The facilitator asked them to pair up in small 

groups to identify who had brought the toys into the room. She had earlier assigned her 

staff, and some of the adult participants, a role in this simulated exercise intended to 
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give youth real-world research experience in a safe space where they could practice 

asking questions and reflecting on what they did and didn’t ask, who they did and didn’t 

approach, and why. 

This workshop was one of three two-day workshops held throughout the 

Sacramento region as part of the external evaluation of the REAC= Youth Development 

>nitiative, a four-year, n5 million program launched in 2006 by the Sierra =ealth 

Roundation, a private foundation in northern California. The foundation was interested 

in improving positive youth developmental outcomes by increasing access to emotional 

and physical supports and creating opportunities for youth to learn about and 

participate in their community.10 The foundation distributed grants of nearly n700,000 

to seven community coalitions comprised of youth and adults to develop and 

implement strategies aimed at youth ages 10-15 years old.11 Along with grant funds to 

support services and activities, a high level of technical assistance (TA) was built-in to 

strengthen the capacity of grantees to achieve the goals of the grant.  

The external evaluation was coordinated through the California Communities 

Program (CCP) at the Hniversity of California, Davis. Hsing a logic model, CCP used the 

following questions to guide their assessment of the program, including the following: 

                                                        

10 REAC= adopted a particular concept and framework of youth development as presented by Michelle 
Gambone and James Connell in jRinding But What Matters.k Gambone and Connell suggest that young 
people with access to 1) particular emotional and physical supports and 2) opportunities to learn about 
and participate in their community are more likely to achieve positive developmental outcomes. Supports 
and opportunities include adequate nutrition, health, and shelter^ multiple supportive relationships with 
adults and peers^ meaningful opportunities for involvement and membership^ challenging and engaging 
activities and learning experiences^ and safety (Gambone, Klem, and Connell 2002). 
11 Communities receiving initial REAC= funding included El Dorado =ills, Galt, Meadowview, Rancho 
Cordova, South Sacramento, West Sacramento, and Woodland. A year later, the foundation extended the 
reach of the program, funding the communities of Tacaville and Sutter-Yuba. 
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• Does the foundation initiative build community capacity and conditions for 

change? 

• Do the local coalitions implement strategies designed to enhance supports and 

opportunities for youth? 

• What evidence is there that the coalitions have increased the community’s level 

of support for youth development? 

CCP complemented more traditional evaluation methods, such as interviewing, 

observations, and document review, by planning to facilitate two digital storytelling 

workshops with youth, one at the beginning of the grant (Time 1) and the other at the 

end of the grant (Time 2). These youth-produced digital stories would be used as data 

points, collected at two different points in time, to measure the extent to which youth’s 

perception of their community, and the supports and opportunities available to them, 

had changed over the period of the grant. 

 

Pro[ect Activities 

Within the first year of the program, the evaluation team held three workshops  

held on consecutive Saturdays. The workshops were held in West Sacramento, Galt, and 

South Sacramento between September 2007 and March 2008. Participation in the 

pro[ect was a requirement of the grant. A member of the evaluation team contacted the 

pro[ect coordinator of each of the coalitions. They requested that an adult member of 

the coalition attend one of the three workshops, along with g-5 youth, ideally of mixed 
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age, gender, and ethnicity likely to follow-through with the pro[ect and commit to the 

time requirement.  

Before the workshop, each of the coalitions was sent an information packet that 

included an overview of the digital storytelling process and a copy of the software, 

Photo Story g,12 that would be used to produce the digital stories. This overview 

described digital storytelling as a 'rocess. one that jcan build skills in reflection and 

critical thinking, oral, written, and visual storytelling, and multimedia production.k This 

process was also characteriXed as having the potential to create conditions for change in 

the communities. This is based on the theory that community members’ sense of 

themselves and their communities evolve when their relationship with media, from 

consumer to producer, changes. Digital storytelling was also described in these 

materials as a 'roduct, one that could be used in joutreach and organiXing, fundraising, 

documentation and reflection.k Grantees were told that upon completion, the digital 

stories would be screened at the foundation.1g  

Digital storytelling was a new investment for the foundation and a new activity 

for most of the coalitions. Their expectations for this youth-produced media varied. 

When asked about their hopes for the digital stories, respondents said: 

QURhat each of the coalitions =ould have a 7/7 that they could use to tell 
their story aTout =ho they =ere. in ter-s of -arCeting or Lust trying to 
Tuild relationshi's =ith Cey staCeholders and recruit 'eo'le. 'artners to 
their coalitions and to their =orC5V 

                                                        

12 Photo Story g is free software and, at the time of this writing, is only available for Windows machines.  
1g Digital Storytelling RAo. 
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QWe definitely =anted so-ething =e could share around the 
co--unity5V  

QMy ho'e =as for the youth to learn ho= to do it so then they could teach 
other youth and have -ulti'le digital stories created in bour co--unityc5V 

Qd thought =e =ere going to have a 'roduct5V    

Bn the first day of the workshop, held between 9:00 a.m. and e:00 p.m. in a lab 

with multiple computers, members of the evaluation team explained their role and how 

the digital stories would inform the external evaluation. They introduced the 

participants to storytelling concepts, elements of basic research design, and instruction 

in how to use the digital storytelling software. Time was allocated at the end of the day 

for each of the coalitions to decide on what story they wanted to tell and what images, 

sound, and text would best tell it. The stories participants wanted to tell varied across 

the communities. >n West Sacramento, youth talked about police officers profiling 

young people, stopping them on their way to and from school without [ustification. >n 

Woodland, youth wanted to talk with current and former gang members about why 

they [oined gangs and explore alternative activities. >n Galt, youth wanted to focus on 

the impact school budget cuts would have on their friends and families. The adults > 

spoke with said their role in this process was minimal, for the most part providing 

transportation and supervision. Bne of the adult participants said: 

QRhis 'roLect is -ore youthAled. =here the youth =ere actually the editors 
and the 'roducers and. you Cno=. they =ere the ca-era guys Tecause 
they =ere taCing the 'ictures5 So. really this =as the-. this =as strictly 
the-5 Rhe only thing d told the- =as they couldn]t have any Tad language 
or stuff liCe that5V 
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Between the two Saturday workshops, youth were assigned to take still photos, 

work on a draft of their script, select music, and work on their storyboards. The second 

Saturday, which also took place between 9:00 a.m. and e:00 p.m., was designed to 

support production time of their stories. At the end of this second day, most coalitions 

had completed a rough cut of their digital story. Most of the respondents > spoke with 

talked about how engaged youth were in the process, jhuddledk around the computer 

selecting photos and re-recording their voiceovers until they got it [ust right.  

QRhey talCed aTout bthe 'hotosc5 Rhey actually laid the- out and then 'ut 
the- in order in the seeuence they =antedUAnd then they added the 
narration. and the -usic as =ell555dt =as the- =ho decided =hat it =as 
going to looC liCe. =hich =as the Teginning. =hich =as the end5V 

QbRhe youthc =ere all really La^^ed5 d re-e-Ter those Saturdays. they 
=ere so excited5 Rhis =asn]t Lust so-e other assign-ent or 'roLect that 
they had to go do. that they =ere Lust going through the -otions on. they 
=ere really into it5V 

 

Pro[ect Butcomes 

All seven of the coalitions finished a rough cut of their stories, although only five 

were completed. Computer equipment and lack of time were cited as the reasons for 

the two unfinished stories.  Members of the evaluation team, technical assistance 

providers, and foundation staff viewed all seven of the stories. They were also screened 

for REAC= grantees at the Sierra =ealth Roundation and many of the grantees screened 

the stories at their coalition meetings.  

Q d =as i-'ressed =ith the de'th of the i-ages and. you Cno=. it =as 
=hat the youth =anted to convey5 Rhere are i-ages. -ayTe. that d don]t 
ty'ically get ex'osed to on a day in. day out Tasis5 So d =as really 
i-'ressed =ith =hat d can i-agine =as a 'retty ti-e intensive 'rocess5V 
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Qfust =atching the- gro=. learning these ne= sCills. seeing their reaction 
=hen 'eo'le co--ented. you Cno=. after =e did the vie=ings5 Rhey felt 
'roud of =hat they]d 'ut together. they 'ut a lot of =orC and energy into 
it5V 

Qd =as really excited aTout that 'roLect and very 'roud of everyone for 
having it 'ut it togetherUdt really tells a story aTout =hat it]s liCe living in 
bthis co--unityc. and you Cno=. there]s a lot of 'eo'le =e interact =ith 
that don]t Cno= that. and d]ve Teen involved in that =ay. so to see that 
story is a constant re-inder for -e that these Cids are dealing =ith levels 
of diversity Lust to get through high school. that d never had5 Rhe 
o''ortunities that d had =ere -uch greater and the environ-ent that d 
had the- =as so -uch -ore. so -uch -ore healthier5V 

Ror the most part, audiences more peripheral to the pro[ect did not see the 

digital stories. Ror this reason, the digital stories did not provoke discussion about the 

issues youth raised outside of the coalitions. Respondents suggested a number of 

contributing factors for the lack of distribution and discussion: a lack of leadership after 

the products were completed, staff turnover, and no link between the digital stories to 

their overall REAC= work plans. Moreover, it doesn’t appear that distribution was a 

requirement of the grant or that there was financial or technical support to distribute 

the digital stories. Even so, some respondents expressed disappointment. 

Qd really thought there =ould Te an avenue for getting it out -ore and 
=hat it ca-e do=n to. it see-ed liCe to -e. =as so-ething for Sierra 
aealth. their Toard to see g Tut it never =ent any=here5V 

Qdt =ould have Teen good to have -ore of an accountaTility co-'onent. 
to -aCe sure it continued. -ayTe a follo=Au'URhere =ere a lot of 
resources invested in this: ti-e. -oney. energy. fro- everyone5 We have 
so -any things on our 'late. Tut having that accountaTility. and having 
so-eTody g Lust the ti-eline. give us a ti-eline of =hat your ideas are for 
'utting this out in the co--unity. you Cno=. -ayTe since =e =ere 
inex'erienced. having so-e suggestions of O?. here]s =hat so-e other 
co--unities have done to get this out5V 
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At least one of the grantees, a grassroots community organiXation called 

Sacramento Area Congregations Together (ACT), used the digital story and the issues it 

raised as a tool to facilitate discussion and inspire volunteers working in the community. 

The story is posted on ACT’s website. >t was also shown multiple times in different 

community settings within a year of its production. The story is a composite of the 

youth’s experiences that produced the story. They wanted to illustrate a typical day in 

the life of a teenager living in Meadowview, a neighborhood in South Sacramento. The 

photographs were taken over a period of several hours with a digital camera provided 

by the adult coordinator. Youth selected the photographs that appear based on the 

narrative they developed, lifting up some Meadowview hlandmarks,’ including liquor 

stores, neighborhood markets, vacant lots, foreclosure signs, graffiti, and squad cars. 

Their story links a lack of adult role models, safe activities, and safe places available to 

them and in their neighborhoods, along with racial and socio-economic stigmas, as 

barriers to youths’ transition to healthy adulthood.  

>n an excerpt from their digital story, Rhe Rhings d ho Around to het Where d]- 

hoing, the viewer sees photos of liquor stores, food marts, and police cars accompanied 

by the following voiceover of a female high school student: 
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When > look around my classes, a 
lot of faces are missing. A couple 
got shot, some had to drop out 
hcuX they got pregnant, and some 
[ust stopped coming. They’re 
probably out there hustling.  

Bnce the school day is over my 
[ourney home begins. Rriends are 
making plans to kick it, pushin’ 
their productptoday rival cliques 
got into it so people are rowdy. > 
chose to stay out of the drama, at 
least today.  

Bn my way home, > pass the 
liquor store. > see familiar faces 
standing out there, [ust posted 
up. 9ow and then >’ll stop by 
and say hwas up?’ But the 
police are up there today ` > 
wonder who’s going to [ail? > 
[ust keep it movin.’ > don’t 
need them harassing me. 

  !
J'=9.&; Rhe Rhings d ho Around to 
het Where d]- hoing (2008). 

 

Though their story captures the poor conditions of their community, it ends on a 

hopeful note, fading to black on a photo of a banner hung over an overpass that reads, 

j>f you dream it, you can do it.k The story was used during a youth leadership 

conference organiXed by ACT to facilitate a discussion about what it’s like to be a young 

person growing up in Meadowview. Audience members were asked to comment on 

whether they agreed or disagreed with the story’s content. >t was also screened at the 

organiXation’s board retreat as a reminder of the challenges facing the constituency 

they serve and in an ethics course at a private high school to illustrate and talk about 

urban poverty in Sacramento. 

Though the expectations of respondents weren’t entirely realiXed, most thought 

that the workshops were valuable and had benefited the participants, particularly the 
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youth. Most of the respondents talked about the production of the stories as an 

opportunity for youth to be heard, if not in the wider community, in the small groups 

they worked in and by the other REAC= coalitions. 

QRhe 'ri-ary Tenefit for youth is that they have -edia to have their voice 
Te heard. =hich is often very difficult for youth5 dt]s a =ay for the- to Te 
intentional aTout =hat they]re conveying and structured. and edit it and 
have it Te in the 'acCage that it]s going to Te acce'ted Ty =hatever the 
audience =ill Te5V 

Respondents also thought that youth had gained many valuable skills that could 

be transferred to other activities they were involved in, including leadership 

development and technical skills. Bne respondent talked about the impact of one of the 

youth in their coalition, who, through the storytelling process and leadership in the 

script’s development, found confidence in their writing ability and became a 

spokesperson for the community. Another respondent said: 

Qd thinC it =as a great =ay to sho= young 'eo'le a different technology to 
tell their story5 And. you Cno=. it -ay Te that for so-e young 'eo'le it 
created -ore of an interest in 'ursuing this as so-ething they could do. 
either in their school or as a career5V 

After the first round of digital storytelling workshops, the evaluation team 

discussed the value of this method in their research. They reached a number of 

conclusions about the extent to which the digital stories were authentic representations 

of youth voice. Roremost among these conclusions were that the content and 

production value of the stories had been influenced by a number of variables. These 

variables included 1) the adults who participated in the workshops^ 2) the age of youth 

that participated (the older the youth, the more sophisticated the story)^ and g) the 
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number of youth that participated (too few youth were unrepresentative of the 

community and too many youth were challenged by time constraints).  

They also identified flaws in the research design, primarily that changes in the 

content of the digital stories could be attributed to factors other than the investment by 

the foundation, including the maturation and development of youth and the unlikely 

probability that the same youth would be involved with the pro[ect over the length of 

the grant. Some of these issues may be resolved by using repeat photography. This 

methodology allows the researcher to compare photographs taken from the same place 

at different times to assess a change or lack of change. The development of a shooting 

script and written documentation from Time 1 helps to facilitate the repeat 

photography during Time 2. Shooting scripts are based on the identification of indicators 

of change based on the focus of the research (Rieger 1996). This shooting script could be 

developed from and linked back to the grantee’s work plans. Hltimately, the research 

team found that other data collection methods, such as interviews with youth and 

observations between youth and adults at coalition meetings, would satisfactorily 

include youth voices in the evaluation.   

>n Summer 2008, based on interest by youth and members of the TA team, the 

Sierra =ealth Roundation funded a subset of the TA team to work with youth from each 

of the coalitions on a yearlong youth media documentary pro[ect. The extent to which 

this pro[ect developed because of the digital storytelling workshops facilitated by CCP is 

unclear. Some of the youth that were involved in the CCP digital storytelling pro[ects 

were also involved in the TA team-facilitated media pro[ects. Just four of the seven 
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coalitions participated in these media workshops. Some of the topics youth chose 

stayed the same ` Meadowview is picking up where they left off, exploring how the lack 

of leadership and positive role models impacts youth decision-making. Bther 

communities shifted their focus. >n Woodland, for example, youth are exploring teen 

pregnancy and in Galt youth are looking at the lack of safe places and activities. The 

stories will be celebrated at a public screening and there has been discussion about 

getting the stories viewed more widely. >t wasn’t clear, however, that the stories are 

tied to the grantee work plans, but participants still have hope that they will affect 

change. 

Qd thinC the 'o=er in these stories are really 'utting faces and i-ages to 
the issues the coalitions =ould liCe to see i-'acted Ty their =orC. and you 
Cno=. if they can share that infor-ation. share these digital -edia stories 
=ith 'olicy-aCers or 'eo'le that -ay have so-e influence in the 
co--unity. d thinC there]s so-e 'o=er there5 ao'efully. =e]re asCing 
the- to really do that so they don]t sit on a shelf so-e=here5V 
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Background 

More than 80 residents from West Point and nearby communities had 

assembled in the elementary school’s multipurpose room for a potluck dinner and the 

premiere of Hp from the HnderStory, an intergenerational media pro[ect that took place 

here in the Sierra Roothills region of California. > shared dinner with two of the 

community’s 750 residents, who spoke about the region’s high unemployment and 

poverty. They were among the friends and families who had turned out to support the 

pro[ect’s participants, a mix of middle and high school-aged youth and adult community 

advocates, environmentalists, business owners, and public officials.  

Around 6:00 p.m., a number of staff and faculty from the Hniversity of California, 

Davis, which provided pro[ect oversight, facilitation, and media instruction for the 

pro[ect, introduced the contributors. The lights were dimmed and a video about the 

area’s history filled the large screen, followed by nine individual digital stories about 

some of the revitaliXation efforts in the region. After the g0-minute screening, the 

audience posed questions to the youth participants and university staff for close to an 

hour. They asked youth how they had changed, what thoughts they had about 

improving the community, and what the jbest partsk and jbiggest strugglesk of the 

pro[ect were. Youth said they gained new technical skills, made new friends, and 

learned about jeverything everyone is trying to do to make it a better place.k They said 

the biggest challenge was the production process, putting the whole story together.  
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ouestions asked of university staff were directed at future collaborations. 

Parents were interested in working with the university to expand opportunities for 

higher education for their youth.  A local elected official, after light-heartedly thanking 

the university from emerging from its jivory tower,k shared a number of pressing 

regional needs, education being one of them, and proposed the university and 

community enter into a partnership for local youth. Hniversity staff made no 

commitments. They said they would play a role if there were one, but indicated that the 

pro[ect was intended as catalyst for future community-based pro[ects. The presentation 

ended with a standing ovation and a number of ideas about how to use the 

relationships and the stories created through Hp from the HnderStory as a vehicle for 

creating change in their community.  

Almost a year later, > spoke with two community members who had been 

involved with the pro[ect about any outcomes that had occurred since the 2008 

screening. 9either thought that much had happened. Respondents said:  

QRhey never had a single follo=Au' -eeting to asC =hat could Te done to 
get it out. =ho should =e contact. =ho should do it5 Rhe last bscreeningc 
Lust Cind of ended the =hole thing5 dt =ould have taCen so-e leadershi' 
on so-eTodyis 'art5V 

QRhe =hole conce't of [nderStory =as so-ething 'eo'le didn]t 
understand5 dt =as a co-'lex 'roLect and 'eo'le outside of the 'roLect 
don]t really understand =hat it =as5V 

>n December 2008, Hp from the HnderStory was officially launched. Hniversity 

faculty and staff met with community residents in West Point, a nearly four-hour 

roundtrip drive by car from Davis. The pro[ect was a pilot for the Art for Regional 

Change (ARC), a new research center based at HC Davis that facilitates community-
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media pro[ects between university researchers, students, artists, and community 

members jthat generate outcomes that have an impact in university and community 

settings.k The pro[ect details were coordinated in partnership with a county supervisor, 

whose district’s residents had seen decades of underemployment, drug and alcohol 

abuse, and other social issues.  

Hp from the HnderStory featured three components, including two community 

boards (who helped university staff better understand the social and cultural context of 

the area and the historical relationships between community leaders, local 

organiXations, and tribes)^ a media storytelling team partnering youth and adults 

responsible for story development and production^ and HC Davis faculty from the 

humanities, social, and environmental sciences interested in better understanding 

regional change. The pro[ect was funded in part by the California Council for the 

=umanities (CC=) California Stories initiative, a multiyear effort of CC= to increase 

connections and understanding about the people and stories that make up California. 

 

Pro[ect Activities 

During the first meeting between university staff and community residents, the 

group decided to create the two advisory boards, one charged with the adult storyteller 

component and the other with the youth media component. The community advisory 

board was comprised of 11 community leaders who would meet in West Point with the 

pro[ect coordinator, a HC Davis staff member, to brainstorm potential community 

renewal pro[ects for the youth media team to investigate and reach out to potential 
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adults to solicit their involvement as storytellers in the pro[ect. The youth advisory 

board was comprised of seven adults who were currently working with or had worked 

with youth. This board would work with the pro[ect coordinator to develop selection 

criteria for the youth media team, develop outreach materials to recruit youth, and 

nominate youth participants based on submitted applications.  

Both boards met regularly between December 2007 and June 2008, meeting 

separately for the first few months and reconvening as a large group to promote the 

culminating media screenings in the final month. The local elected official recruited 

many of the advisors. Most were highly engaged in volunteer and community-based 

activities, serving within their schools, on boards, or volunteering through different 

community-based organiXations. Most were also active politically and some had been 

involved in local political campaigns. Because of their other obligations, many of the 

advisory board members had multiple weekly commitments that limited their ability to 

attend pro[ect meetings, but were generally very available to the pro[ect coordinator by 

phone or email.  

Application materials for the youth media team were available beginning in late 

January and were due back for review in early Rebruary. Pro[ect leaders hoped to 

receive at least 20 applications by the deadline, ten of which would be selected for 

participation based on youths’ level of interest and commitment to the pro[ect as 

expressed in their application and their fit with the established selection criteria 

generated by the youth advisory board. The day of the deadline, a total of six 

applications had been submitted. Pro[ect leaders decided to extend the deadline by a 
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week, asking members of the advisory board to personally recruit youth to participate. 

A week later, four more youth had been recruited. All ten youth between the ages of 1g 

and 20 were invited to [oin the media team. Bne dropped out within a few weeks of the 

launch of the trainings. >n discussions with the pro[ect coordinator, in a focus group, and 

in personal interviews, young people reported a number of reasons why they had been 

motivated to participate in the pro[ect, including: 

• An adult had personally asked them^ 

• >nterest in learning photography skills and being exposed to technology^ 

• >nterest in learning more about their community^ 

• >nterest in being involved in a HC Davis-sponsored pro[ect^ and 

• >t was jsomething to do.k  

Youth began meeting with the pro[ect coordinator in late Rebruary 2008. They met 

once a week after school for three hours, and one Saturday a month for five hours, over 

three and a half months. Youth learned photographic techniques and interview skills, 

and contributed to a pro[ect blog. Midway through the pro[ect, youth were paired with 

the adults in their community involved in community renewal efforts. They met with 

their adult counterpart over a series of three weeks to take photos and conduct 

informal interviews. Adults then wrote their scripts and chose personal photos to 

complement those taken by youth. Scripts were recorded during a one-day jstory 

collection day.k The last few weeks of the pro[ect were spent editing the digital stories. 

Youth imported digital photos and audio in iMovie to create a two-three minute digital 

story.  
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9ine digital stories were produced in total. Stories featured a community garden 

pro[ect, local parks and recreational opportunities, community planning processes, and 

a watershed pro[ect. >n one story the proprietor of the local live community theatre 

worked in collaboration with a high school student to create Entertaining the 

Co--unity. The adult storyteller wrote and recorded the script. The youth editor 

overlayed the digital recording of his voice with photos of the theater and performers, 

including inside and outside shots of the venue, performances, and costumes.  

   

Perhaps running a theater is a 
selfish pursuit 

> think it is. =ello, my name is 
John Pelletti. >’ve lived in West 
Point for g0 years. >’ve been 
associated with many volunteer 
activities and today >’m very 
proud to present my association 
with Blue Mountain Players. 

Blue Mountain Players began 1e 
years ago when a group of like-
minded West 
Pointerspassembled to provide 
live theater for the people living 
of this area. 

  J'=9.&;!Entertaining the Co--unity 
(2008). 

 

The third component of Hp from the HnderStory was the participation of HC 

Davis faculty as ARC scholars. >n January, a call was distributed to HC Davis faculty 

seeking members for an interdisciplinary working group. Rour faculty received 

honorariums in the amount of n1,500 to support their participation in a series of faculty 

discussions on the development of ARC and Hp from the HnderStory. Bne faculty 

member’s pro[ect was integral to Hp from the HnderStory. >t was designed as a service 

learning video component as part of a spring graduate course she was teaching. The 
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faculty member and a small group of students, with the pro[ect coordinator as a 

community liaison, produced a short video that highlighted the area and introduced the 

youth-produced digital stories at the screenings. Two of the faculty facilitated a 

community mapping workshop in West Point, helping build further connections with the 

local community. The fourth faculty pro[ect was unrelated^ it supported a photographic 

exhibition of women leaders in the environmental [ustice movement in the Central 

Talley.  

 

Pro[ect Butcomes 

Bver the course of the pro[ect youth were periodically asked by the pro[ect 

coordinator to share what they most liked about the media workshops, which was asked 

again in the focus group and interviews. Youth consistently reported that they most 

en[oyed hands-on activities, activities that involved computers, learning photography 

techniques, and exercises that took place outside. Midway through the pro[ect, the 

coordinator asked youth about personal impacts. =ere they reported an increased sense 

of self-awareness, greater confidence, new skills, and new friendships. They also noted 

that the experience would look good on resumes or college applications. Young people 

also seemed more open to attending college, in particular HC Davis, as a result of the 

pro[ect.   

When asked what they least liked, youth expressed disappointment with the 

equipment (older laptops used for training were slow and crashed periodically) and the 

amount of time allocated to blogging (made worse by a slow and sometimes unreliable 
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>nternet connection). They also expressed frustration with the amount of time allocated 

for activities (too much) and the repetition of some of the exercises. Because some were 

able to complete the activities more quickly, but were encouraged to keep working, 

youth said they grew bored and lost focus. Youth also felt it was difficult to stay focused 

and concentrate for longer periods of time and recommended more group activities. 

Reedback from youth about working with adult storytellers was mixed. Some found the 

relationships respectful and supportive, while others thought their partners had high 

expectations and placed demands on them that were unattainable.  

Advisors believed the pro[ect was a positive and successful experience for the 

youth participants. They were especially excited to see an increased curiosity and 

awareness about post-secondary education by youth. There was also a sense from 

people that the image of the youth themselves had been transformed, and that adults 

involved with and external to the pro[ect had expressed a new interest in working with 

youth in the community.  

QProTaTly its greatest value =as on an individual level for the Cids that 
'artici'ated. to see a final 'roduct that they had a hand5V 

QRhe Tiggest i-'act =as on the Cids Tecause they got to Cno= 'eo'le in 
the co--unity and learn things aTout the co--unity they didn]t Cno= 
Tefore5 Rhey learned -ore aTout the 'roTle-s u' here5V 

Adult respondents also felt the pro[ect had been successful in enhancing 

community pride. Stereotypes and misperceptions among the students at the county’s 

only high school had left county youth with a negative image about West Point and its 

three neighboring towns. Bne respondent said jpeople had gotten into the habit of 

feeling badk about the town’s reputation. They believed the video and digital stories 
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had created a higher level of respect about the town among the students at the high 

school, that it could be of some value in fighting stereotypes, and they hoped more 

work would be done to increase its visibility countywide.  

Plans to disseminate the video and digital stories included the two public 

screenings, distribution on the area’s public access channel, and copies placed at the 

public library. At the West Point screening in June 2008, audience members suggested 

the media product also be shown at public schools and at the county supervisors’ 

meeting. When > interviewed respondents in Spring 2009, they were unaware of any 

places, other than the public access channel, library, and the pro[ect website, where the 

stories may have been screened or stored.  

When asked what they had hoped would be accomplished as a result of the 

pro[ect in its early phases, advisors anticipated it would promote the community’s local 

services^ introduce and build on different skill-sets for youth^ decrease the stigma about 

the community in the rest of the county^ and develop an ongoing connection between 

the university and the community. Though people had been excited about the pro[ect, 

particularly the final product, the adult respondents > spoke with afterwards suggested 

confusion about the pro[ect’s goals (generated by university staff) and what they had 

hoped to accomplish. Respondents said: 

Qdf there had Teen so-e -odel of =hat the b'roLect coordinatorc =as 
shooting for. it =ould have -ore liCely hit the targetU=e didn]t 
understand =hat bthe 'roLect coordinatorc =antedUif there had Teen 
so-e =ay to sho= a 'roduct. that =ould have saved so-e ti-e5V  

QU=as a tussle at the Teginning. felt liCe there =ere a lot of 'eo'le 
'ushing agendas. trying to figure out =hat =as ha''ening. didn]t have 
bthe 'roLect coordinator]sc vision yet5V 
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QWhen the 'roLect =as going on. d didn]t really Cno= =hat to ho'e for5 
We all Cno= this area has had econo-ic and social 'roTle-s for a long 
ti-e so anything =e can do to Tring a=areness to that is hel'ful in our 
euest to -aCe things Tetter around hereUd =as looCing at the 'roLect as 
so-ething that =ould -aCe it easy for 'eo'le to understand the 
'roTle-s u' here5V  

Though the two screenings were well attended, some respondents felt that it 

had been unsuccessful in attracting people that were not involved in some way with the 

pro[ect, either as a participant or a friend or family member of a participant. There was 

also no sense from respondents that > spoke with in 2009 that the pro[ect had fostered 

new partnerships, particularly any partnership between the community and the 

university. Bne respondent said:  

Qdt =as a great 'roLect and a great 'roduction Tut d guess the Tig 'roTle- 
=as that there =asnit enough TuyAin fro- the co--unity itselfUMost of 
the 'eo'le that ca-e into it did it as a favor to an outside 'erson and 
=erenit looCing to Tuild so-ething5V 

ARC is currently engaged in two digital storytelling pro[ects, one documenting 

the neighborhood conditions for youth living in West Sacramento, the other a 

partnership with cooperative extension and Sierra Talley ranchers. Both pro[ect 

descriptions list hhelping policy makers’ as a goal. The final post from the HnderStory 

blog site, update December 2008 by ARC staff, reads: 

WorCing =ith Klue Mountain residents set the Tar for the continuing =orC 
=e =ill do to create and i-'le-ent -eaningful and useful -edia arts 
'roLects that Tring together scholars. students and co--unities to 
advance 'ositive social change5 

!
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Background 

Qdt =as so invigorating to see the-Uho= ha''y they =ere =hen they 
could finally finish one 'art of the goal or =hen they =ere recording. 
using the -icro'hones. and going over and over again until they felt they 
had it5 Rhose =ere the 'arts =here it -aCes you feel. gosh. this is 
'o=erfulj 'eo'le are really inviting the-selves in this 'rocess5 Rhey really 
o=n it5V 

Siclalix (Tali) is 15-years old. She lives in the Rruitvale neighborhood in Bakland, 

California, a low-income community home to a large Aatino population. =er family, 

including her mother, father, and two siblings, were happy, she said, until her father 

began staying out late and drinking, coming home and arguing with his wife and striking 

his children for the smallest of missteps. Tali remembers clearly the details from the 

evening her mother asked her father to leave their home. She recounts this story, using 

personal family photos and reenactment. She includes photographs of the call placed to 

911 and a copy of the restraining order against her father. 

   
>t was about 10pmp  when all of a sudden my younger 

brother came rushing in to tell 
my mom that my dad was 
coming.  

My mom immediately went to 
her room  
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and locked the door and so did 
me and my sister.  

pmy sister went to her bed and 
put a pillow on her head 

so she wouldn’t hear what was 
happening.  

  !
J'=9.&;!Rali]s Story (2008). 

 

Tali’s story is one of twenty stories produced as a part of Abriendo las Ca[as 

(Bpening Boxes), a multi-year digital storytelling campaign focused on violence recovery 

and prevention designed to decrease domestic violence in the Rruitvale neighborhood. 

The pro[ect’s name comes from an activity used by the pro[ect’s violence prevention 

educator, who believes that jthe gender boxk men and women are taught to live and 

work in perpetuates violence.  

The pro[ect has three components, including an education program for youth, 

community-based education targeting adults, and Promotora training focusing on >PT 

(intimate partner violence) prevention. Three Bay Area organiXations facilitated the 

pro[ect, including Aa Clinqca de RaXa (a health clinic serving the low income Aatino 

population in Bakland), the Bay Area Tideo Coalition (BATC, a media center providing 

access to technology and training to underserved populations), and meroDivide 

(formerly the Community Technology Roundation, which makes grants supporting 

communications technologies in low-income communities). BATC first approached Aa 

Clinqca and meroDivide about a digital story partnership in 2007 in response to a funding 

opportunity from the Robert Wood Johnson and Benton Roundations. The foundation-
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funded initiative, 9ew Routes to Community =ealth, provided up to n229,000 over three 

years to partnerships between immigrant organiXations, media production centers, and 

organiXations focused on improving the health outcomes of immigrants. The 

organiXations developed Abriendo las Ca[as in partnership with one another. meroDivide 

managed the fiscal and reporting responsibilities to the foundations, BATC led the 

media training and distribution, and Aa Clinqca promoted and organiXed participation by 

community members.  

The relationship between the three organiXations predates their collaboration 

with Abriendo las Ca[as. >n 200e, BATC and meroDivide launched the Digital Storytelling 

>nstitute (DS>). DS> promoted the telling of stories by underserved populations using 

video technology as a tool that could lead to individual and community change. Through 

DS>, BATC staff traveled around the state of California to nonprofit organiXations. Hsing 

a train-the-trainer model, staff facilitated intensive workshops where participants 

learned how to produce short digital stories.  

Staff from Aa Clinqca attended one of these workshops. The community-based 

health clinic, founded in 1971 by a group of community volunteers concerned about the 

lack of health services in East Bakland, operates 26 sites across three northern California 

counties, providing health care and other services to their patients. Most of the people 

they serve are Aatino (71r)^ have incomes at or below the federal poverty level (66r)^ 

and are uninsured or have public health insurance (9er).  

The staff completed a series of three digital stories related to masculinity and 

violence. >n one of the stories, Grupo de =ombres, the male members of a men’s 
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support group started by Aa Clinqca talk about the pressures they feel as men and how 

these are transferred to their families, often through anger and violence. Their digital 

story shares how the group work has helped them. Bne community member said:  

QU-y taCe on this is that everyone]s 'roTle-s are liCe a -ovie5 kou need 
to see the -ovie and reali^e that you are -aCing the -ovie. you are in 
charge5V 

Respondents said the 9ew Routes funding was appealing for a number of 

reasons. They had en[oyed the initial experience of helping community members tell 

their stories and had been using the stories in classes, presentations, and conferences. 

Moreover, Aa Clinqca had received additional grant funds to address domestic violence 

issues. The 9ew Routes funding then allowed for them to continue and expand their 

work on this issue, a topic that community residents had pointed to as a priority. Based 

on the organiXation’s intake records, support group work, and reports back from the 

Promotoras (members of the community trained to educate their neighbors around 

health issues), the agency discovered an alarmingly high number of reports about 

domestic violence from youth, women, and men. Bne respondent said:  

QWe have issues =e have to deal =ith. Tut one of the-. =ithout a douTt. 
=ill Te violence5 hangArelated violence. do-estic violence g it]s so-ething 
that is very. very in our faces all the ti-e5V 

The foundation and pro[ect staff involved with Abriendo las Ca[as had 

expectations that the digital stories would bring attention and discussion to this issue, 

hopes that the stories themselves might lead to the transformation of long-held social 

constructs about male and female relationships and the immigrant community. 

Respondents said: 
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QUto give co--unities =ithin the co--unity =ho don]t have access to 
technology a chance to ex'ress their ideas and ex'eriences and -ayTe 
find solutions to violence5V 

Q`eally to TreaC the Toundaries Tet=een i--igrants and nonA
i--igrants. the \us] and the \the-5V 

QUto TreaC through the Tarrier of silence around do-estic violence in this 
'articular neighTorhood and co--unity Tecause it]s not so-ething 
that]s talCed aTout Tut it]s clearly so-ething that]s a 'roTle-5V 

QRo give 'eo'le voice. to -aCe the- co-fortaTle to talC aTout issues. to 
get their voices out and heard to increase co--unity. Teyond Lust the 
local neighTorhood5 Also. Lust the health care issue. Teing aTle to get 
those out and share the- =ith other health organi^ations5V 

 

Pro[ect Activities 

BATC and Aa Clinqca staff began developing the curriculum for Abriendo las Ca[as 

in the Rall of 2007, merging BATC’s media training curriculum with Aa Clinqca’s health 

education curriculum. Because most of the workshop participants would be Spanish-

speakers, the BATC curriculum was translated into Spanish and the Aa Clinqca curriculum 

into English. Concurrently, Aa Clinqca staff promoted participation in the program, 

handing out fliers and talking with adults that had participated in past workshops. 

Community members were motivated to participate for a number of reasons, but most 

of their comments allude to their hope that their story will help someone, reduce their 

isolation, and encourage them to seek support. 

Qd =ant -y story to Te liCe. to co--unicate to different teenagers to not 
fall for those stereoty'es and follo= their o=n 'ath5V       

Qd loved the idea that -any 'eo'le can see that d a- not the only one 
living liCe this. =ith all these 'roTle-s and no -atter =hat ha''ens =e 
al=ays have to -ove on in life5V 
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Qd =ant to tell this story Tecause d =ant 'eo'le =ho are in an aTusive 
relationshi' to Cno= there are -any 'eo'le suffering fro- the sa-e 
'roTle-5 Kut there are resources5 kou have to looC for the-5 Rhere are 
-any venues and you can 'ull through5V 

Because the topic was related to violence between male and female partners, 

staff from the organiXations believed it was important to have a male and female co-

facilitate the workshops. Many of the people participating in the program were Spanish 

speakers, and so it was also necessary that both facilitators were bilingual. The female 

facilitator was hired by BATC to provide media instruction, but she also had experience 

facilitating groups around health issues. The male facilitator was a Aa Clinqca staff 

member with years of experience as a violence prevention educator. Some of the 

participants had worked with him in the past and knew and trusted him. =e had also 

participated in the digital storytelling workshop offered through the Digital Storytelling 

>nstitute, and so had some media skills and knowledge about the digital storytelling 

process.  

The adult workshops were held weekly for g-e hours in the morning over a five-

month period beginning in Rall 2008. Participants would meet at Aa Clinqca and then 

travel by public transit to BATC’s new facility in Bakland where the workshops were 

conducted. During the first part of the workshop, the male facilitator introduced 

activities to encourage participants to talk about and share their own personal 

experiences with violence. Midway through the workshop the female facilitator 

provided instruction about the digital storytelling process, where participants would 

learn the skills to tell, edit, and produce their story through the computer. The stories 

they shared are very personal. Bne participant talked about losing his family as a 
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teenager and his experience as a refugee in the Hnited States. A woman shared her 

story with domestic violence. Another lost their cousin in a car accident. Bne 

respondent said: 

QPeo'le =ere really 'utting out their hearts. and it =as a really heavy 
'rocess5V 

Youth workshops were also held for g-e hours in the mornings, which took place 

during the summer when youth were not in school. They reported a number of reasons 

for getting involved, from being with friends to learning new skills to having something 

to do.  

Qd =anted 'eo'le to Cno= -y story and liCe =hat struggles do d go 
through living in OaCland and oTstacles that d have to overco-e5V 

Qd thinC it]s going to hel' -e a lot5 d really enLoyed it. getting to Cno= 
aTout digital stories. ho= to -aCe one5 dt -ight hel' -e later on5V 

Qdt really interested -e Tecause d really didn]t have anything to do during 
-y su--ers. so d =as liCe. d]ll go right there. and d really thought it 
Tecause d liCe to do videos and everything5V 

 

Pro[ect Butcomes 

Ror many of the adult participants, the workshops were too time intensive and 

their participation created a financial hardship for themselves and their families. Many 

of them earned low wages, some were the sole breadwinner for their families, and 

some were unemployed and looking for a [ob. Even though the grant provided a n200 

stipend for completing the program and provided public transit fares, nearly half of the 

adults had dropped out by the end of the pro[ect. Respondents said:  
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QPeo'le got tired. 'eo'le got really tired and thought they =ere =asting 
their ti-e Tecause of the editing and Teing in front the co-'uter5V  

QAll the -e-Ters couldnit Cee' co-ing. Tecause they didnit have -oney 
to co-eUd -ean. =e. even though =e =ere giving the- KA`R fares so 
they could co-e. they =ere in the need for a LoT. they need to 'ay the 
rent. they need to do stuff. so they couldnit continue to co-e to the 
training5V 

Bf the adults that completed the workshops, half completed digital sories that included 

audio and visual components. The other half were voice recordings, which were easier 

for participants to produce. These recordings will be used as stand-alone audio pieces, 

distributed to radio programs along with the audio tracks of the other stories. Their 

hope is that some of the stories will be broadcast and that participants may be invited 

to talk about their stories on the radio programs. All the youth finished their stories. 

Respondents thought the first phase of the pro[ect, focused on the storytelling 

process and production, had facilitated opportunities to build new skill-sets for youth 

and adults and help assist in the healing process.  

QWhat d have learned is ho= to use a co-'uter. Tecause d honestly had 
never touched a co-'uter5 At ho-e the only 'erson that uses one is -y 
daughter5 d have al=ays Teen very reserved Tut d =ould also liCe the- to 
learn a little Tit fro- -e5 Q 

Qd find that it hasnit only Teen a learning ex'erience in ter-s of the 
technical as'ects Tut it has also Teen euite a Tit of a healing ex'erience 
for a lot of the- =ho are =orCing on stories that are very difficult 
situations. things that they. oTstacles that they have overco-e5V 

Qd thinC all the 'eo'le =ho co-e here have su''orted each other a lot5 d 
liCe it very -uch here and d =ant to thanC you for the o''ortunity of 
having this 'lace to ex'ress ourselves. a 'lace =e =ould have never 
i-agined having5V 

Some of the respondents reported a different dynamic between the youth and 

adult groups. The youth participants, who had prior access to computers and were 
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familiar with web navigation, email, and digital photography, did not require as much 

technical support as the adults, some of whom had never touched a computer. 

=owever, it was much easier for the adults to talk about their experiences with violence, 

more so than the youth, who found it much more difficult. 

At the time of this writing, staff and participants were beginning to create the 

strategy for distributing the stories. The hopes respondents articulated about the 

pro[ect’s first phase become more prominent as they enter the second phase. Bne 

respondent said: 

Qd =as thinCing btherec =ill Te a little Tit -oreUyou Cno=. solutions to the 
violence 'roTle-s5 d -ean. d thinC =e get to the 'oint =here =e tell our 
stories at an individual level. Tut through this 'rocess thatis =here it 
stayed5 d -ean. =ho Cno=s. -ayTe this is =hatis co-ing in the second 
'hase of this5V 

BATC is taking a lead role in the dissemination process, with a list of more than 

50 different film festivals, community events, and conferences they hope to screen the 

stories at. They also plan to distribute them online with accompanying profiles of the 

storytellers and a behind-the-scenes account of the production process. >n partnership 

with Aa Clinqca, they were planning a community-wide event for May 2009 to celebrate 

the stories with participants and their friends and families, but also promote them to 

community leaders and the media. Bne respondent said: 

QWe ho'e that theyill go stand u' on the stage and Te 'roud to sho= 
their =orC. and d thinC they =ill5V 

Aa Clinqca will continue to use these stories as they have used others in the past, 

presenting them at conferences, during community events and health promotion 

activities, and in their own fundraising. They will also be distributed to a network of 
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more than e0 health educators around the state of California, along with discussion 

guides that health educators will be able to use in small group settings and activities.  

This concludes the presentation of the three case studies. Bn the surface, there 

are variations about how the pro[ects were designed and implemented. Taken together, 

they reveal some important lessons about digital story telling. The following chapter 

proposes some of these lessons in more detail. 
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The purpose of this research was to explore how participants in digital 

storytelling pro[ects used and understood digital stories as part of community-based 

pro[ects. More specifically, > probed the extent to which respondents identified pro[ect 

outcomes related to individual, organiXational, and community empowerment. 

Respondents were asked a series of questions about their expectations for the 

production of the digital stories and the extent to which these expectations were met. 

Particular attention was paid to the role of the respondent in story development, 

production, and distribution. 

>n general, respondents shared a common set of expectations about the role of 

the digital stories produced, namely, that these stories had the potential to hempower’ 

individuals. >n some instances the stories could also lead to discussions facilitated by 

organiXations that created conditions for hchange’ across particular social groups or in 

the greater community. Somewhat surprisingly, little variation was found in this set of 

expectations across the cases and between the individuals > spoke with, regardless of 

their different roles and responsibilities across the pro[ects.  

>n analyXing the findings, > considered three levels of analysis: individual, 

organiXational, and community empowerment. Empowerment is a process and an 

outcome whereby individuals have access to resources through organiXations. These 

organiXations provide opportunities for individuals to participate in decision-making that 
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the organiXations can then use to influence community-wide decisions. With this 

understanding of empowerment guiding my analysis, five ma[or themes surfaced: 

• Rirst, respondents’ expectations for digital stories to influence individual, 

organiXational, and community change were largely unrealiXed.   

• Second, pro[ect coordinators and facilitators failed to distribute the digital 

stories (with the exception of Abriendo las Ca[as). Without sustained and wider 

distribution to audiences outside of digital storytelling pro[ects, certain 

opportunities for community empowerment are unlikely to be achieved.  

• Third, foundations, universities, and community-based organiXations influenced 

the authorship, production, and distribution of digital stories to varying degrees. 

BrganiXations need to carefully consider the role they play in the production and 

dissemination of digital stories in relation to the roles played by community 

participants.  

• Rourth, community members participating in pro[ects had access to technology, 

were introduced to new skills, and had opportunities for personal development^ 

and 

• Rifth, digital storytelling pro[ects required considerable time and resources for 

the multiple actors involved^ to realiXe ob[ectives fully, pro[ects may require 

more time than many participants are able or willing to spend. 

 

:4!M&,8'*1&*+,X!&S8&.+#+5'*,!('9!1525+#%!,+'95&,!+'!5*(%=&*.&!5*15651=#%Y!

'92#*5Z#+5'*#%Y!#*1!.'33=*5+?!.7#*2&!0&9&!%#92&%?!=*9&#%5Z&14!Respondents were 
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asked at the beginning of each interview to talk about what they had hoped would be 

accomplished as a result of the production of their group’s digital story. They were also 

asked if these expectations had been met. Respondents talked specifically about how 

they hoped their stories might reach people and systems outside of the pro[ects 

themselves. Some hoped that through the sharing of their stories, they would help 

reduce the isolation experienced by people dealing with similar issues. This hope was 

particularly true in Abriendo las Ca[as, where youth and adults from the community 

shared intimate details about their experiences with violence. Because this pro[ect is 

ongoing, and the stories have not yet been distributed, it is difficult to know at the time 

of this writing the extent to which these stories will have the intended impact.  

 Respondents also talked about their hope that the sharing of these stories would 

increase awareness and understanding about a social or economic issue facing their 

community. This hope was present in all three cases. Again with Abriendo las Ca[as the 

stories have not yet been distributed. =owever, for the most part, in both Hp from the 

HnderStory and the REAC= Digital Storytelling Workshops, people outside of these 

pro[ects did not see the stories. Based on interviews with respondents, this expectation 

was largely unrealiXed.  

 Rinally, some respondents talked about their hope to reach decision-makers with 

the power to change the conditions in their communities. These respondents felt that 

the visual exposure to the real life conditions of underserved and marginaliXed 

populations ` who are underrepresented in mainstream media ` would provoke a 

visceral reaction that decision-makers would not be able to turn away from. 
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QAfter Lust talCing aTout nu-Ters. itis easier for a 'uTlic official to say. 
=ell this Lust isnit going to =orC out. thereis no =ay to rearrange things. 
thereis no =ay to -aCe this 'olicy fit5 Kut =hen the stories are there. in 
the foreground. and U you 'ut a face to a 'roTle-. thereis a lot -ore 
-otivation. thereis a lot -ore =ill to succeed. to -aCe changes ha''en5V 

Hnfortunately, these expectations were also mostly unrealiXed. By and large, 

respondents across the pro[ects were not able to offer evidence that stories had 

reached individuals or affected systems beyond those immediately or peripherally 

involved in the pro[ects.  

! >4!@9'P&.+!.''915*#+'9,!#*1!(#.5%5+#+'9,!(#5%&1!+'!15,+95$=+&!+7&!1525+#%!,+'95&,Y!

538#.+5*2!+7&!&S+&*+!+'!075.7!.&9+#5*!#,8&.+,!'(!&38'0&93&*+!0&9&!%5/&%?!+'!$&!

9&#%5Z&14!Respondents were asked to share where the digital stories had been screened 

or distributed. Many respondents said that the stories had at least one public screening, 

which was attended by the community members’ immediate family, friends, or others 

involved in the pro[ect. =owever, many respondents said that stories were not 

distributed to other audiences. These hopes to impact others then were mostly 

unrealiXed. Some expressed disappointment that the stories jdidn’t go anywhere.k  

QAnd that =as the saddest 'art A it see-ed liCe =e did a great 
docu-entary and the Cidsi voices are there Tut it never =ent any further. 
it =as fro^en in ti-eV5  

Qd =ould say unfortunately that they have not reached their full 'otential. 
Tecause they A aside fro- turning the- in and utili^ing it Teyond the life 
of the 'roLect A d donit thinC its gone further than actually 'roducing the 
'roLect5V  

 >nterestingly, though many respondents believed their participation in and 

production of the digital stories would result in the distribution of the stories, there was 

little focus on how and where the stories would be distributed. Based on my interviews 
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with pro[ect coordinators and community members, organiXations did not have a model 

for using digital stories to facilitate community-wide distribution or discussion. >n 

addition, funders did not see it as their role to distribute the stories. With the exception 

of Abriendo las Ca[as (which rolls out distribution beginning in May 2009), neither Hp 

from the HnderStory nor the REAC= Digital Storytelling Workshops were designed to be 

distributed widely. Both of these pro[ects emphasiXed the creation of the media product 

by or in partnership with community members, and not the distribution and 

dissemination of the stories to the broader public. The stories produced as part of Hp 

from the HnderStory were screened at two public events, one in West Point and the 

second at HC Davis and primarily to an audience of friends and family. The digital stories 

produced as part of the REAC= Digital Storytelling Workshops were to be used to 

further understanding by the evaluation team and the funders about changes in the 

community. The stories were also available for groups to disseminate, but with one 

exception (Sacramento ACT), this was not achieved.  

Respondents largely attributed this failure to one or two reasons. These included 

that the pro[ect had not been designed with distribution in mind and that grantees had 

neither the capacity nor the know-how to distribute the stories. That said, without 

sustained and wider distribution to audiences outside of digital storytelling pro[ects, 

certain opportunities for empowerment are unlikely to be achieved.  

 C4!I92#*5Z#+5'*,Y!5*.%=15*2!('=*1#+5'*,Y!=*56&9,5+5&,Y!#*1!.'33=*5+?[$#,&1!

'92#*5Z#+5'*,Y!5*(%=&*.&1!+7&!#=+7'9,758Y!89'1=.+5'*Y!#*1!15,+95$=+5'*!'(!+7&!,+'95&,!+'!

6#9?5*2!1&29&&,4!Respondents were asked a series of questions about the extent to 
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which they were active participants in different stages of the digital story pro[ects. They 

were asked to describe 1) how they came to be involved with the pro[ect^ 2) what issue 

their digital story focused on and how and why the issue was chosen^ and g) which tasks 

and activities happened in order to produce the digital stories. Respondents’ answers 

varied across the pro[ects that reveal the extent to which organiXations were 

empowering (they provided opportunities for personal development and access to 

decision-making) and empowered (they have influence to affect decisions in their 

communities). 

>n Hp from the HnderStory, the pro[ect was in large part generated and 

facilitated outside of the community and in discussion with the community’s county 

supervisor. Hniversity researchers defined the theme of the digital stories ` community  

and economic development. With the support of the county supervisor, adult 

participants were recruited to submit story ideas around this theme. Youth participants 

then selected from these stories one that they would produce in partnership with the 

adult storyteller. There was a sense from respondents that the pro[ect’s outcomes may 

have been more successful, or sustained more activity after the screening of the stories, 

had the community members had 1) a greater understanding of the purpose of the 

pro[ect^ 2) a greater role in decision-making in early stages of the pro[ect^ and g) an 

internal motivation to participate. 

 Qd thinC a 'roLect =ould Te far -ore successful if it ca-e fro- the 
co--unity and there =as a 'erson liCe bthe coordinatorc =ho could co-e 
in and do a 'roLect together that =ould then hel' unite the various 
grou's and see a thread5 dt =ould =orC Tetter and it =ould Te used -ore 
and it =ould Te -ore successful5V 
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 The REAC= Digital Storytelling Workshops and Abriendo las Ca[as relied much 

more on the expertise of a community organiXation that was already working within the 

community. These community organiXations helped promote the pro[ect and gain 

access to people with experience with the issue. The community organiXation in each of 

the pro[ects coordinated the community components and facilitators trained 

participants in storytelling and media production. >n the REAC= Digital Storytelling 

Workshops, an adult more or less facilitated the formation of a small team of youth who 

identified, through brainstorming, an issue confronting youth in their community. The 

stories themselves were then generated through a group decision-making process led 

by youth. >n the Abriendo las Ca[as pro[ect, staff from Aa Clinqca, based on records and 

data they had collected from the community through their clinic and health education 

work, determined that there was a need for more information about violence. Staff 

promoted the pro[ect across their different programs. They facilitated discussion in 

small groups of adults and youth based on their own expertise about the community 

and the sub[ect.  

Roundations also had some influence over the course of the pro[ects. 

Traditionally, the funding process includes conditions and restrictions that may push 

applicants to pursue activities they may have otherwise not. This includes funding 

pro[ects aligned with a particular issue area. >n the REAC= Digital Storytelling 

Workshops, the funder was interested in supporting pro[ects focused around increasing 

youth supports and opportunities^ in Abriendo las Ca[as, the funder was interested in 

improving the health of new immigrants. Bf course, this kind of influence by 
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foundations is not unique to these three pro[ects or to digital storytelling. But it raises 

questions about the role of foundations in pro[ects that emphasiXe community 

participation and access to decision-making: what kind of influence should foundations 

have? =ow do foundation criteria affect the stories that are being told? =ow does the 

relationship between the grantee and the funder affect the extent to which the stories 

are distributed? BrganiXations play important roles in digital storytelling pro[ects that 

create or frustrate empowerment and should be self-conscious in pursuing these roles. 

H4!K525+#%!,+'9?+&%%5*2!.9&#+&1!'88'9+=*5+5&,!('9!/*'0%&12&!2#5*Y!,/5%%[$=5%15*2Y!#*1!

8&9,'*#%!1&6&%'83&*+!#3'*2,+!.'33=*5+?!3&3$&9,!8#9+5.58#+5*2!5*!+7&!89'P&.+,4 

Respondents were asked to talk about the benefits of digital storytelling pro[ects. They 

were also asked to talk about what most excited them about the pro[ect. Many 

respondents spoke of the effects the pro[ect had had for the community members who 

participated. Respondents identified a number of outcomes, including:  

• a new degree of understanding about community-based issues^  

• access to resources and technology that allowed community members to expand 

skill-sets^ and  

• through sharing their story in small group settings, a greater sense of ownership 

about their experiences and participation in future decisions about their 

experiences.  

 >n the REAC= digital storytelling workshops, youth participated in brainstorming 

sessions and facilitated discussion about the issues affecting themselves and their peers 

in their neighborhoods and communities. As part of the pro[ect, they talked with other 
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community members, including youth, parents, and public officials, about these issues. 

They were also introduced to new software that allowed them to import digital image 

files and record voiceovers. Each youth team was given a disposable digital camera. 

Some of the youth participants had never used a camera before.  

Qd thinC they had 'ositive Tenefits for the Cids involved. d thinC that they 
learned ne= technology sCills. and got even -ore o''ortunities to Te 
hands on =ith co-'uters and 'lay around =ith technology5V 

>n Hp from the HnderStory, youth gained a greater understanding about the 

efforts of adults in their community. >t also seemed to generate a curiosity about post-

secondary education, particularly college and university. After the pro[ect, many of the 

youth participants expressed an interest in having had more contact with the faculty 

members involved in the pro[ect and broader exposure to information about college. 

They felt that learning about the campus and the faculty earlier in the pro[ect would 

have helped alleviate fears about working with the university and give them more time 

to talk with faculty and university students about their college experience. They also 

mentioned that the skills they developed as a result of their participation would look 

good on college applications.  

QCollege is a scary =ord5 Kut this 'roLect has really o'ened -y -ind aTout 
the 'ossiTility of going to college5V 

>n Abriendo las Ca[as, both youth and adults gained access to computers and 

received media instruction. This may have been more significant in some ways for some 

of the adult participants, who had less experience with computers and other digital 

equipment than youth participants. Bne adult participant said,  
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QWhat d have learned is ho= to use a co-'uter. Tecause d honestly had 
never touched a co-'uter5 At ho-e the only 'erson that uses one is -y 
daughter5 d have al=ays Teen reserved Tut d =ould also liCe the- to learn 
a little Tit fro- -e5V 

Along with gain in knowledge about their communities and the acquisition of 

new skill-sets was the potential for personal development through individuals sharing 

their stories in group settings and jbeing heard.k 

Qd thinC really =e =ere looCing toUgive 'eo'le an outlet for =hat could 
have Teen a 'retty intense 'ersonal ex'erience that they had. to 
e-'o=er the- Lust through the 'rocess of sharing that ex'erience =ith 
othersUd thinC thatis the really e-'o=ering 'art of digital storytelling5V  

Qd thinC that =hat they got out of that =as an o''ortunity to have that 
-eta level of cognition and reflection aTout their co--unities U d a- 
=ho d a-. d live in this co--unity. d have the ex'eriences that d have. and 
d can critieue those ex'eriences. and s'eaC TacC to authority in so-e =ay5 
Or d can use -y voice to let 'eo'le Cno= ho= d feel. and d thinC that that]s 
a very e-'o=ering ex'erience for a Cid that age and 'roTaTly -ost of the 
Cids had that ex'erience5V 

Clearly, digital storytelling can and does contribute to an individual’s sense of 

empowerment. >n addition to new skill-sets, many said that having a space for people to 

dialogue and discuss stories amongst those in the group they were working was 

extremely important. This is because the group paid attention and responded to the 

individual sharing the story, a unique experience for many.  

! L4!"&%%5*2!1525+#%!,+'95&,!9&\=59&,!,=((5.5&*+!#%%'.#+5'*!'(!9&,'=9.&,4!Throughout 

the interviews, respondents talked about resources. >t became clear that over the 

duration of the pro[ects, a tension developed regarding the considerable amount of 

time people needed to learn the technology and the access they needed to instructors 

to complete their stories. Though people wanted more time to work on their pro[ects, 
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they did not necessarily have more time to give to the pro[ects. The time-intensive 

nature of this work was challenging for participants because it competed with other 

activities and responsibilities, including school, [obs, extracurricular activities, and 

friends and family. Some respondents suggested spreading workshops over longer 

periods of time, other suggested collapsing them. 

QRhe reality of our adult co--unity is that they cannot s'end five -onths 
'utting the a-ount of -oney a digital story asCs. to develo' one. Tecause 
they have LoTs. they need LoTsUthe 'rocess of develo'ing the 'iece is 
really tedious and 'eo'le Lust dro' the Tall5V 

QRhe 'eo'le =ho have hel'ed us are excellent at =hat they do5 Kut =e are 
a grou' that -ayTe is de-anding -ore ti-e =ith each one of us5V 

Qd thinC the 'rocess =as slo=er than =hat bthe trainerc =anted it to Te5 dt 
see-ed liCe =e only had t=o Saturdays so our finished 'roLect A =e had a 
'roTle-. there =as eeui'-ent that =as not there or =as not co-'atiTle 
=ith the bschool]sc co-'uter and so =e had an issue there and =e never 
got any follo=Au'5V 

Runders and organiXations need to carefully consider the time and resources 

necessary and available to facilitate the production of stories produced by community 

members who have little to no experience with technology and multiple demands, and 

few resources, outside of the pro[ects. Even though two of the pro[ects (Hp from the 

HnderStory and Abriendo las Ca[as) provided incentives for participation, motivating 

community members to attend workshops was still challenging. >t is important for 

community members to see tangible benefits for their participation and any breakdown 

in the infrastructure ` such as staff and technology ` can have significant impacts on a 

community member’s willingness to participate.  
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This exploratory study investigated the extent to which digital storytelling 

pro[ects achieved outcomes around multiple levels of empowerment as understood by 

the pro[ects’ participants. A number of lessons emerged from the case studies that are 

relevant for community members, practitioners, and funders about how the planning 

and implementation of these pro[ects affects the extent to which empowerment 

outcomes are likely to be achieved. As communication technology becomes more 

ubiquitous, and the use of digital storytelling more widespread, it becomes even more 

essential that researchers pursue similar investigations that evaluate the true outcomes 

of digital storytelling pro[ects.  

 Bne of the key findings to emerge in this study was the failure to disseminate 

and distribute the digital stories and a failure to distribute them strategically. >f the 

intent of a digital storytelling pro[ect is to facilitate a participatory process, then the 

culmination of the pro[ect with production of the stories might be satisfactory. This 

intent should be clearly articulated to all the actors involved. But if the goal of the digital 

storytelling pro[ect is to increase awareness or bring communities together, funders and 

pro[ect facilitators must be more strategic about organiXing the dissemination of the 

stories and facilitating face-to-face discussions with key actors. The culmination of the 

pro[ect cannot end with the production of the stories. >f community change is a goal, 

digital stories should be integrated into more coordinated and organiXed change efforts 
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that include (depending on the nature of the pro[ect) education, issue advocacy, and 

community mobiliXation. That said, we do not yet know how or to what extent digital 

stories will actually influence audiences and communities. Evidence for digital stories’ 

integration as an organiXing tool might be gained by looking more closely at the use of 

pro[ects like Sacramento ACT highlighted in Chapter 5 and Abriendo las Ca[as.  

>t is also important for foundations to consider the capacity of the organiXations 

they are funding to organiXe and mobiliXe around social issues using communications 

tools. Roundations might consider supporting this capacity in addition to or as an 

integrated part of a change strategy. To affect community-level change, foundations and 

organiXations can play a number of roles. This change might begin with a foundation 

funding an organiXation to provide community members with access to resources and 

participation in decision-making. Then the organiXation and the foundation, in turn, 

could seek to influence community-wide decisions by facilitating the distribution of the 

stories. The potential for digital stories to reach more specialiXed audiences, such as 

policymakers, is much more likely if distribution is facilitated in some part by 

organiXations, and particularly foundations. More so, foundations themselves might be 

and should feel empowered to recogniXe their unique position within communities to 

ensure that these stories are distributed to wider audiences. These three levels of 

empowerment ` individual, organiXational, and community ` support one another in 

transforming communities.  

>n addition, this study did not use a set of defined metrics to measure the extent 

to which empowerment occurred. >nstead, it was a qualitative inquiry into how 
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participants described their use and understanding of digital storytelling. Additional 

review of empowerment literature that contributes to the development of metrics will 

help practitioners and funders assess the extent to which individual pro[ects are or have 

the potential in achieving empowerment outcomes. Aate in my fieldwork, > came across 

a communications assessment tool that future investigations exploring empowerment 

outcomes in these kinds of efforts could draw from or adapt to their own tools. The 

Johns =opkins Hniversity’s Center for Communication has created metrics to evaluate 

the process and outcomes of communications activities focused on social change. Their 

tool includes a set of qualitative and quantitative data collection methods that look at 

outcomes characteristic of empowerment, including leadership, participation, collective 

self-efficacy, and a sense of ownership (Rigueroa et al. 2002).  

>n conclusion, what the themes that emerged in this study tell us about how 

digital storytelling is being used and understood reveals the high and largely unrealiXed 

expectations people involved in these pro[ects have for digitally-produced user-

generated content. Any one of the themes identified in this study could and should be 

explored further with additional research. These studies will help facilitate and further 

the field’s understanding of how to use these stories as tools for individual, 

organiXational, and community empowerment. Hntil that time, funders and 

practitioners should exercise caution and share realistic expectations with community 

members about their participation in these pro[ects. This will help prevent 

disappointment by community members if more macro pro[ect outcomes are not 

immediately realiXed. 
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=i, my name is Whitney Wilcox and >’m a graduate student at HC Davis. > am writing a 
case study on winsert pro[ect name herex for my master’s thesis and would like to ask 
you about your experience with the pro[ect. Everything you say will be confidential, so 
nothing you say will be attributed to you in my report. Your insights and opinions on this 
sub[ect are very important, so please be as honest as you feel you can. There is no right 
or wrong answer, and you might not have answers for all of the questions > ask. >’d like 
to record our conversation, if that’s ok with you, [ust so > don’t miss anything you have 
to say. Do you have any questions before we get started? 
 
<*6'%6&3&*+!

1. Ror the purpose of the recording, can you say your name, if you have an 
affiliation with an organiXation, and your role in the organiXation? 

2. =ow did you come to be involved with the digital storytelling pro[ect?  
 
<,,=&!M&.'2*5+5'*Y!J+#/&7'%1&9!<*6'%6&3&*+Y!#*1!K&.5,5'*[A#/5*2!

g. What do you think are the important issues in your community? 
e. What issue did your digital story focus on and how and why was this issue 

chosen? X'roTe: =ho =as involved in the identification of the issuel =hat =as 
the -echanis- you used to identify different o'tionsl =as their conflict or 
disagree-ent aTout the to'icl if so. =hat =as done to include the voices of these 
'artici'antslY 

5. Describe the tasks and activities that needed to happen in order to produce your 
digital story and how those tasks/activities were accomplished. X'roTe: What 
=as your role in this 'rocessl Who else =as involved and =hat =ere their roles A 
the instructors. youth. other non'rofits. other grantees. the foundationl =hat 
=as the hardest 'art. the easiest 'artl What did you learnlY 

6. >f you can remember back to the conclusion of the workshop, what had you 
hoped would be accomplished as a result of the production of your group’s 
digital story? X'roTe: ho= did you 'lan to use the-l did you feel liCe you learned 
so-ething ne= fro- =orCing =ith your grou'lY 

7. Were your expectations met? X'roTe: df ex'ectations =ere not -et. =hy do you 
thinC this ha''enedl df ex'ectations =ere -et. =hy do you thinC this ha''enedl 
Were your ex'ectations too lo=l Were your ex'ectations to highlY 

 
K5,,&35*#+5'*Y!F38'0&93&*+Y!#*1!-.+5'*!

8. =ow was your pro[ect distributed? 
9. Bne of the goals of this pro[ect was to increase information and action around 

an issue. Do you think this goal was met? >f so, what factors facilitated that? >f 
not, what factors may have acted as barriers? 
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10. What kinds of benefits do you think the digital stories had for you and do you 
have an example? 

11. =ad you been involved in other community pro[ects before this one? >f so, what 
kinds of activities have you taken part in and what was your role? 

12. =ave you been involved in community pro[ects since this one? 
1g. Did your involvement with this pro[ect change your attitudes or feelings about 

the issue? >f so, in what way? >f not, why not? 
 
M&(%&.+5'*!

1e. What was the most exciting part of being involved with this pro[ect?  
15. What was the most frustrating part of this pro[ect? 
16. >f this pro[ect were going to happen again, what changes would you make? 
17. Bverall, did you find the pro[ect valuable? 

 
M&.'33&*1&1!<*+&965&0,!

18. >s there anyone else with whom you think > should speak with about the pro[ect 
(service providers, elected officials, residents)? Do you have their contact 
information? Would it be alright to say that you recommended > get in touch 
with them? 

 
-115+5'*#%!<*('93#+5'*!

19. Those are all the questions > have for you. >s there anything else that you would 
like to add? 

 
Thank you again for taking the time out to talk with me today. >f you think of anything 
else you’d like to share, please feel free to get in touch with me. 
 




